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ILLINOIS CENTRAL IN

JURY

Into Bank' and Told Says That He Was Allowed to
Remain In a Hotel First
Cashier to Give Them
Night After His
All Gash That Was
Arrest. ,
in Sight.

Walked

HE SAID

I

W. V., Dec.
Paul is
Mine Inspector
IMonongah,

'

State
making a
thorough examination of mines Nos.
and 8 at Fairmont today, and until
he concludes
his Investigation all
other work in the mines will be
suspended.
The explorations were stopped last
night, when 310 bodies had been re
covered. .
A house to house census made by
the company shows 838 men were
missing, and it is believed this num
ber covers approximately
all the
killed.
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Bprlngfleld, Mo., Dec.
13. Two
highwaymen entered the Bank of Al- ptuce
near
Aldrlch,
drtch at
a small
here late yesterday afternoon and at
the point of rifles, forced the cash
ier, James Vaughn, and the vice
president, Mr. zettolaon to hand over
13.000 In cash.
,
Joining a third fobber outside the
bank, they forced the two bank of
ficials to walk ahead of them several blocks to the outskirts of the
town. There the robbers entered a
buggy and drove away.
Posses are in pursuit but the roD- bera secured three hours start.
Cool and Deliberate.
The robbery was one of the. most
holdups
ever
cool and deliberate
committed in the state of Missouri,
daring
pioneer
work
of
the
and
the
James boys not excepted.
The three men were dressed like
laborers and walked into the city in
such a way as to attract no comment.
The men proceeded directly to the
bank and one remained on the out
side to keep watch, while two went
in the bank and got tne money, ino
display, of fire arms was made until
both roDDers reacnea tne c&smer s
window. Lifting their weapons above
the railing, tme of them quietly told
the cashier to hand them what
money was m sight. The counting
befora closing was Just begun and
the money, gold, silver and currency
waa laid out convenient.
Got Pig Start.
won", laslde
One of the robbers
whll the other remained or the out
kept
side and
the bankers covered.
Phaclng the money In sight in a sac
the bankers were told to walk in
not be hurt,
front and they would
but at any sign of outcry they would
be instantly shot. Joining the third
man, they told the bankers to "step
up." A buggy was standing; Just out
side the business part of the town.
Jumping Into It the robhers drove
quickly away, telling the bankers
.

GREAT

FLEET

ON

Officers Will be Entertained
With Ball at Chamberlain
Hotel Tonight.
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
WILL BE DECIDED
Old Point Comfort, Va., Dec. 13.
Admirals of four divisions and cap
of ' tjte
tains of sixteen battleships
today
busy
ara
fleet
bound
Pacific
arranging the last details for
review, which wiy take place
Monday morning
and will jiiecede
the departure of the vessels.
A grand ball at the Chamberlain
hotel tonight is to be the last shore
entertainment for the officers of the
fleet.
Tomorrow afternoon the root
bull teams of the Vermont and ,the
Kausaa meet to decide the champion
hip of the fleet and In the evenlhf
Admiral Evans and the officers of the
flagship entertain on board that ahla
The reception will be followed by
dancing on deck.
Milrwi AIiimm
n'aIy to Sail.
The last vacant berth in the imposing double line of Pacific-boun- d
battleships was filled yesterday afternoon, when the heavily armored
Minnesota, flagship of Rear Admiral
Hampton
Into
Thomas, steamed
Hoasd and took her place at head of
The Mlnne
tho outward column.
sota U the ranking member of the
eeond squadron, and Admiral Thorn
as who commands this squadron
has duties and responsibilities second
only to those of the commanaer-i- n
thief. Hear Admiral Evans.
The size and dignity of the flee
thnt Is to carry the nag through the
Magellan t traits and add such an im
nortant new chapter to American
naval history is best emphasized by
the fact that no less than four rear
admirals are In command.
The battle at Santiago found
commodore and a captain tempor
arlly assigned to flag rank as the
commanding officers of the American
forces. Dewey sailed into Manila
buv as a commodore.
It was nearly 3 o'clock yesterday
afternoon when, looking spick and
tan. the Minnesota slipped noise
lefsly by the guns of Fort Monroe
and let go her ancnors in tne roaa
stead Just opposite tne Connecticut.
fine of the most Interesting Item
in the list of accumulating supplle
Is an evidence of the sweet tooth o
the sailorman. Great boxes of taffy
and other candles were piled upon
ihe dock today, consigned to various
nhlps. They aro to be placed in wha
the sailors now call the "denatured
cunteen."
It is a tribute to the thoughtful
solicitude of the government for the
wants of the men that in one of the
supply vessels IS, 000 pounds of high
grutle Cliocniaie uon uous ituve ueen
stored. This is to be urawn upon in
the canteen candles on ship are
ix--e
exhausted before the cruii-- ends.
preal-dontr-
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IA FOLLETTE

AFTER

NEBRASKA

DELEGATION

But Broke Down
sln

Bolse, Idaho, Dec. 13. Harry Or
chard concluded his direct testimony
'.n the Pettlbone trial this mornlnf
with a narration of hla arrest: lnv

prisonment and his confession. He
said that he was placed under ar
rest after the murder of
Steunenberg by Sheriff Nichols, but
was allowed to remain In a hotel un
til the following day, when he was
placed In Jail.
In tha- meantime! lie uM that i
destroyed the letters he haf on his
person, Including one from Jack
tSlmpklns and one from Pettlbone.
Orchard said he received one letter
rrom Pettlbone arter hie arrest, but
It was not signed,
lie was shown a copy of a letter
and identified it but It was not in
troduced in evidence at that time.
The witness then told of the preliminary hearing, at which he was
bound over and of his conversation
with Jfred Miller, his attorney in regard to compensation
for his services.
The defense objected to the Intro
duction of this as evidence but the
court admitted It. Orchard said ha
gave Miller an order on Pettlbone to
pay the attorney all the money ha
had coming to him.
tm-nawu Nearly overcome.
Orchard was asked tiy Hawley how
money
he had received from
much
the Federation at various times and
he mid it was between $3,M' and
4,000.

Orchard all but broke down when
Hawiey asked, if he had any per
his victims,
sonal enmity against
naming them one by one, and In each
ca.e he said he had none. He was
especially effected when he was
MoCormack and
asked concerning
Perk, killed at the Vindicator mine,
of whom he said he thought a great
deal.

IS
Vaughn and Zettlewm hurried back
Into town and gave the alarm but It
was three hours before mounts and
sufficient
QUIET AT GOLOFIELO
tum could be found fora aposso
large
number of men to form
Is
enough to follow the robbers. It
believed that the robbers had sad
Mine Owners Say Kitroe Working I
die horses farther on.
Largtr Ttuut Yesterday.
e.

good-by-

CHICAGO

NECRO
HUNG

FOR

MURDER

Black ClUnlied Through Window uf
Kindergarten Teacher and
btranglod Her.
Chicago, III., Dec. 13. Richard
Walton, colored, hanged here today
tor the murder of Mrs. Louise Grant
(white), last September. The mur
for robbery
der was committed
Walton climbed through the window
Grant's apartments and
In Mrs.
strangled her. He stole her Jewelry,
some of which he gave to a colored
woman and It was through this that
he was finally traced.
Mrs. Grant was a kindergarten
teacher and highly respected.
CHILD

KIDNAPPED

IN

Goldneld, Dec. 13. That the number of men working on the Consolidated and Mohawk properties today
Is greater than yesterday as claimed
Dy the Mine Owners Association this
morning. No strike breakers have
arrived as yet, though a trainload is
looked for later in the day. There U
no excitement.
After an attempt to resume work
at the Mohawk combination mine
this morning the management decided that not enough men had appeared for work and gave up the attempt. This leaves the Consolidatin the
ed the only mine working
camp and the most of the men ara
ground.
About the same
above
number of men are there as yesterday.
It was announced today as a concession to the union miners by the
employes association, the card system is to be abandoned and old men
are permitted to go back to work
whether they renounce the Federation Or not.
OFFICERS

CHICAGO
Man

IS RECOVERED

Tluir
Woman Giving
hs Mr. anil Mm Jolun
Wcro tlio t'mrtoii.

uml

N'uiim'n

13.
Little
III.. Dec.
Kankakee.
Lillian WoltT. who was kidnaped In
Chicago last Saturday, was recovered
today five miles south or Momence
ten miles east of here.
The man and woman, who were
her captors, were arrested and gave
their names a.s Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
to discuss the kid
Jones, but refu.-e- j
naping.
'J'tiey declared they picked her up
on the streets of Chicago, put her
In their wagon and drove away.

HAVE

FOUR

SETS OF

WARNED TO
TAliK NO fclOES.

Goldfleld. Nev., Dec. 13. presl- -.
dent Roosevelt's communication from
Washington to Colonel Alfred Reynolds, In command of the federal
troops at Goldlleld. to the effeot that
he must take no sides in the labor
trouble and to interfere with no person unless such course is necessary
to protect
life after violence has
been committed, which was posted
places throughout
in consplcluous
the city by direction of the president, but a different complexion on
the situation here.
This, coupled witn the fact that
General Eunslon is In Goldfleld to
view the situation
and report to
"Washington il
caused a complete
change In the program of the mina
operators, who had hoped to be able,
through Governor Sparks, to have
martial law declared In Goldfleld,
last night.
STATE OK IOW A

Lincoln. Neb., Dec. 13. .Friends of
Senator LaKollette today began the
tight for the Nebraska delegation to
It
i ha next
reDublican convention.
I
ar, miini.a.l rAnrMtfln t A VM nf T .Jl
a
in
to
Nebraska
come
will
Kolletle
In turning the
to assist
days
few
.. .. r
. . .1
.UTA
Uhrfl
KefOirf rAin lh.
ed the Indorsement at the last state
convention.
EMPEROR WTLIJAM VISITS
QUEEN WILHEUMENA
Emperor
IS.
Dec.
Amsterdam,
here
William of Germany "arrived
cordially
was
England
and
from
itreeted by Uueen WUhelmena. Th
royal couple appeared on the hal
cony at the paiace ana were give
an ovation by tne assemDiea tnrong.
1
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When Victims are Mentloned-AssasIs Especially Affected When Vindicator
Killed are Spoken of.

Drive Away Telling Bank Officers Good
of
Highwaymen Unexcelled
Even by James Boys.

Chicago, Dec. IS. "If I obtain a
majority of the proxies to ba voted
at the annual meeting of the Illinois
Central, I shall depose E. H. HarrlL
CASES WILL BE
IN
man as a director, declared Stuy-vtsaFlch tn an affidavit filed today before the superior court.
SETTLED OUT
HOUSES ARE TOR
Fish also declared in the affidavit.
"To everybody in the country, the
as
removal of such an andlvldual
OF COURT
STATEHOOD
Harrlman Is shown to be. would be
tha returning of
a welcome sign of
management
of the
morality In the
ELIXT1UC WIRES
great corporations of the country."
CAUSED EXPIjOSION.
Fish reiterated his statement that
Harrlman Is seeking to control the
Belle Vernon, Pa., Dec. 13. The Hon. Solomon Luna. National Indictments Were Founded Up-o- n
Illinois Central In Interest of the coroner's Jury, which investigated
Union Pacific.
the explosion In the Naomi mine oi
the Merest Technical
Committeeman. Returns
He declared that he had been a the United mates Coal company at
which resulted in
benefactor of J. T. Harahan, now Fayette City, Pa.,thirty-fouViolations.
with Cheering News.
miners,
r
president of the Illinois Central, and the death of
asserts that he saved Harahan from found that gas had accumulated
dismissal several years ago, when from Insufficient ventilation and was
from electrical PRESIDENT AS MUCH
Hnrrinian and George A. Peabody ignited by sparks
SPECIAL ATTORNEYS WILL
declared Harahan had outlived his wires or by an open light, and con
demns the use of electric wires on
usefulness to the company.
RETURN TO WASHINGTON
IN RACE AS EVER
In regard to loans Fih declares return air currents and the use of
that since 1877 it has been the cus- niwn llirhts.
that with
The Jury recommends
tom of the railroad to loan Idle funds
Fe,. Dec, 13. (Special)
to officers of railroads or firms of such amendments to the mining laws
Hon. Solomon Luna, national com- it Santa
that as a result of the reprotected
ana also mitteeman
Inwill
Ufa
be
better
were
they
He
members.
re centIs said
which
from New Mexico,
or Fnlted States Solicitor
visit
sist! that both Harrlman and Pea recommended a rigid enforcement oi turned today from Washington and General Hoyt
to New
and an
body have taken advantage of this the present laws.
points, after attending Investigation made by Mexico
eastern
other
him, all the
custom, and declares that all his own
republican
convention
the
national
brought
by
suits
the United states
loans were recorded on the books of CONFEDERATE OONT.RESS- and viewing the statehood shunt Ion against th "" "r; Ivaniu Development
the comppny and that the collateral
PASSES A WW at close Quarters.
ilXS
Company,
I
el.y & Co., tile
'i
wiiifii secured them ws good.
Tenn., Deo. IS.. Col. A.
company, the
"We have a' majority In both the American Lunv-tw- r
After leading Flch's affidavit, for Pt Nashville,
distinguished
sa'd-- ' Mr.
Jurist,
company
the
a
senate."
nnlvar.
house
and
Lumber
and Clark
making a statesman and autnor, aiea at nis Luna to a Cltlaen reporter, a few M. Carr, to recover territorial
tnal arguments against
timber
permanent Injunction obtained last home
o
age
of
minutes after he had stepped from land, alleged to have heen fraudent-l- y
here today at the
October by Fish restraining the vot- years. He
con
of
was
the
train.
will
acquired,
a
member
the
be settled out of
ing of stock held by the. Union Pa-ci- federate congress.
"There Is a strong sentiment among court u'-that the special United
and the Railroad Securities com
adcongress
the
for
of
members
auorne;
engineered the
the
Sinies
",
who
pany, was commenced.
mission of this territory to statehood bringing of the Indictment, a e preThe proceedings were commenced
it is dally gaining ground.
to
and
paring
Washington
bag
to
return
yesterday by the presentation by the CHICAGO
"Congress Is very busy It has and baggage.
MAN FAVORS many
atorneys of K. H. Harrlman of a
important matters to consider
oll Itor General Hoyt made a perlong affidavit, signed by Mr. Harrl
so 1 can not now predict when we sonal Investigation of the cases on
man. Robert W. Goelel and Charles
will secure a consideration of the the direction of President Roobevelt
A. Peabody.
In the affidavit It was
statehood bill. However, statehood and found that the Indictments were
GOVERNMENTAL
act forth that Mr. FIhI. was not
prospects are good."
founded
the merest' technical
president of the company bethe an- violations utn
When asked concerning
with no criminal Intent. In
cause of alleged misconduct In office
nouncement of the president that he a few cases, and no grounds whatof the
and alleged misapplication
consider a third term ever in other of the
would not
frauds.
BANK
funds of the company.
nomination, Mr. Luna said:
Ouilm Right Under Law.
"I do not consider that the statement by the president changes the
It was also declared in the affidavit
W. PIRK DIES
conditions greatly. The president is
that, under the laws of Illinois, the
a third term possibility
Union IVciflc railroad company has Says the Trouble Now Is the Just as muchmy.
estimation. However,
as ever In
the right to vote all stock owned Dy
AT ST. JOSEPH. HO.
he evidently does not Intend to acit at the annual meeiing of Decem
.
ProLegal
of
cept
a third term nomination, even
Lack
ber IS.
upon
it
to
force
is
made
If
an
effort
Mr. Harrlman and the olhei mak
him. 6entlment is very strong for
vision.
ers of the affidavit deny that they
Ht. Joseph. Dec. 13.
Koosevelt for another term but It is
Major Thomcaused the defeat of Mr. Fish as
too early in the game to say what as W. Plrk, for many years a prompresident of the railroad because he
presido.
will
the
inent
convention
If
politician
the
democratic
in Misrefused to yield the control of the
K'hlcairo. Dec. 13. George E. Rob
consent to run, I feel cer- souri, newspaper man and confederIllinois Centrol to the Union Pacific. erts, a former director of the United dent would
nominated,
ate veteran, is dead at his home in
tain that he would be
Jt Is also denied that J. T. Hara States mint, now presiaent or tne but
apepars that his determination Platte City, aged 65. Plrk was chief
han. now president of the company. Commercial
National Bank of Chi- has itnot been shaken
least
In
the
of the Picks Kureau of the Louisiana
Is under the domination of Mr. Har cago, in addressing the Men's Club
the night of his election when Purchase Kxpositlon.
rlman. The statement which has of St. Lukes cnurcn oi juvanston since
cana
be
he said he would not again
been made that Mr. Harrlman and last night announced that he was didate."
the Union Pacific railroad company heartily In favor of establishment of
a number of democratic papers
have sought to control the Illinois a central, governmental bank.
Mr, In As
Arizona have been trying to make
Central la also denied.
placed
the
for
blame
Roberts
the
out of the fact that the- call
It is charged In the Harrlman aff- present panic upon tne lack or legal capital
the republican national convenidavits that Mr. Fish had made com- provision for a sudden increase in for
tion only gives New Mexico and Arimon cause with the Missouri Pacific
supply of currency.
zona two delegates each, Mr. Luna
one of the strongest competitors of the
was atked for an authorative statethe Illinois Central. It is declared
ment concerning this feature of the
also that he seeks to control the IlliLONGWORTH
IS
call. He replied substantially as he
.
nois Central for his own personal
was quoted by this paper the day
nroflt.
following the Issuing of the call. Mr.
The affidavit gives the folowlng
MUCH BETTER TODAY Luna said:
reasons why Its makers refuse to vote
"It has been customary to Issue
for the election of Mr. Fish:
call for only two delegates from
the
Judgment
the
of
"Berau.se, in the
New Mexico and Arizona. However,
past
In
has
Mr.
the
Fish
director.
Washington. D. C Dec. 13. Sur the usual number of six delegates
misused and misapplied the funds of geon General 'Hlxey
after visiting from ech of these territories will be
th Illinois Central.
morning,
statea jfeated by the convention as in the
Long
this
Mrs.
worth
In
It
his
have
would
"Because he
and
she had passed a good night past. There Is no disposition
the that was
mower as president to control
excellent condition foi there was no attempt on the partoth-of
and
funds of the railroad company to the lowing the inoperation for appendlcitl
It
to
have
the central committee
inturv of the railroad.
erwise. The Arlzonlans have been so
attempted to manage of yesterday.
liecause he
notified. New Mexico will fend six
o
company in
t, railroad
delegates as before."
ON RII.ES
the authority of ihe board of d'rec COM SUTTEES
Mr. Luna said that financial conAMI MILEAGE APPOINTED ditions
tors."
the east were showing
13.
Spoake marked in
Washington.
Dec.
1 liiraliHii'M Etliclency.
improvement. There is much
elght-mlnuses
during
Cannon,
tin
affi
in Washington as to wnat
tt iinx further stated in the
nn .'peculation
of the house yesterday
i hut
action congress will take on the
the solo reason for elect sion
appointments
fol
of
the
the
money question. There are over thirty
(no- Mr
U:irahan president of the nounced
lowing committees:
bills of more or less merit already
Dal-ze- ll
Illinois Central wm because of his
Mr.
speaker,
n
The
Kules
introduced and it is understood a
efficient management.
Pennsylvania:
Mr. number
(republican),
of others are being prepared.
Pa
Union
by
the
'
Denial is made
York;
New
(republican).
of the
It appears to be the disposition money
that it own Sherman
iiii railroad coini-an(democrat),
Williams
.Sharp
John
congressmen
to give the
o,,,.ir in other transportation com Mississippi; Mr. DeArmond (demoN'O KM AN HOSE.
crutiny
before
controlling
question
closest
the
of
..oi..a f.ir iVu! nurimse declared
), Missouri.
crat
in
any
that
order
is
taken
action
that
The allldavits
them
On Mileage Mr. Brumm (republiThf above picture Is a good 4
legislation is enacted it may be
"Mr
Fish in advertising for proxies can), Pennsylvania;
Kennedy, when effective.
Mr.
4 likeness of Norman
Hose,
a
has faUely claimed that he was de- (republican), Louisiana; A. D. James very
newspaper
4
Albuclever
In
correspond- - e
will
remain
Mr.
Luna
because he insisted (republican), Kentucky; Mr. Lewis querque
nied
ent, who at the last minute ha
for several days and will
upon the independence of the Illinois (democrat), Georgia;
Mj
Denver probably meet
been permitted to
accompany
Governor Curry on his
claimed (democrat), Ohio.
Central: and It isI further
the big fleet to the Pacific.
tomorrow.
pre
here
arrival
Monthat while Mr. Fi.h seeking to
adjourned
until
hous
The.
e
Hose
Norm.m
will
a daily
write
ny
in
neia
vent the voting of stockcompany
4 log together with a
of in- an day.
railroad
I'ninn
te
resting
news
ntories for the if
i ho
SCHOOL TEACHER
Moiirr.o.1 securities company, h COKTELYOU SAYS HE
newspaper association, of which
has often voted that Block himself.
WILL .NOT RESIGN.
e The Citizen is a member. This
Washington. D. C, Dec. 13. In
paper will receive the full re- - e
INTO A CISTERN
answer to the anthentleity of the reCOl'ltT VALVES LIFE AT
ports from the association
as
10,000 port which became current here toHOO; I.EG AT
wrliten by Mr. hose and they
was
Cortelyou
Secretary
boy's
day
life
that
will be exclusive in this terrl- vi- VorVr rw 13. A
is" worth IS00. but a boy's leg is about to resign from the cabinet, the
e tory and supplementary to the e
Ai.c-St. Joseph, Dec. 13. Mi
was:
"That
comment
ver
secretary's
sole
to
two
according
regular dally news of the Asso- - f
110.000,
worth
Canon, 20 years old, a teacher in the
In the auoremi l another lie.
in
In this manner
jui. k.nn.hi
elated Press.
school,
suicide
Stlenacker
commttteJ
of
part
one
In
The Citizen will be In position e
court here yerterd-aythis afternoon by Jumping Into a
102.
MbMourtan
at
A
whose
Sheehan,
Judge
dally,
to furnish
the most accu
the court
St. Joseph. Mo.. Dec. IS. Joseph cistern. She was a daughter of Thos. 4 rate
news stories of any paper A
eon was killed In a runaway
politician.
Miss
a
Canno,
democratic
of
old,
years
102
farmer
Henaley,
nccl.lent, was awarded S00 damage Helena, Mo., died or heart oiseane to- Cannon recently was granted leave of 4 in the southwest on the big fleet 4
iuid In another purt a Jury awarded
which every American is tak- - 4
day. He was a native of Oermany. absence from herIs work, owing to 111 44 in
Ing an artlve Interest.
4
to Arthur Oemeuts, a
S10.000
to
believed
she
health
have
and
years
old,
nine
100
and
boy. who lot a leg through His widow,
deranged.
temporarily
been
him.
survive
children
being run over by a trolley car.
13.

THAilE

Jump In Buggy With $3,000 and The Murderer

illMllill

II

$4,000

T011

OUT OF

EXPLOSION

Contesses That He and Harrlman Use of Electric Wires and Open
Lamps In Return Air Curand Peabody Used Company's
rents Are Condemne- dFunds or Loaned Them to
Present Laws Enforced
Were
They
Companies
Would Protect More.
Interested In.

nt

OF CRIME

FIXES BLAME
FOR NAOMI

BEFORE SUPERIOR COURT

TELL OF HIS LIFE

II

Fish Says That If Given Prox. Of These. But 320 Bodies
Have Been Recovered-Explorat- ions
Tes He Will OustHarrlman
Have
From Directorate
Been Stopped.
of Road.
AFFIDAVIT

NUMBER 209

DARING ROBBERY

IN MINE

WMTEJEAT

Fair tisIgM

13

.

COMMIT A ORCHARD CONTINUES TO

THREE MEN

""

MEN LOST LIVES

FORECAST

Colo., Dec.

mil Saturday.

1907.

VS.

THE COUNTRY'S LATEST PUZZLE

SHOWS THAT

C0NTk0F

FlltS SCAliffi

Denver.

WE;

in

FIGHT

WEATHER

1

1. 1,

HE DRY. ALKO.
Iowa, Dec. 13. H. W.
PLANS FOR ARMORY
notified tha
liver. Httorney general,
county attorneys In every county in
Insist on a
will
loua totiay that he
Adjutant General A. P. Tarking- - strict enforcement of the Martin
prohibitory laws. His order
ton arrived this afternoon from eun nml'-tao Ke and at 4 o'clock went into apply to those cities andup towns In
w
to th.
..
.lirh no not live
conference with the convention hall
committee at the Commercial club on doling l.i w.
the subject of an armory for
Vlk I fl II 4'I1.'IV
......
that would be adapted to
conventions and at the same time
Queenstown, Dec. 13. The Norwemeet the requirements of the New
gian bark Alert, which sailed from.
Mexico militia.
Pour sets of plans have been sub- New York, November 37. for Gothmitted for the new armory and theae enburg, Sweden, was abandoned res-at
will be gone over by the committee sea December t. Its crew was
Tarkinglon cued by the American line steamer
General
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Farmers Raising Big

By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc.,Jat

Crops-Lan- d

Is Selling From 55

to 510 an Acre.
Nara VisU,

N. M.t Dec.

13.

Great Oosiinig'

Gunti Sale 'of
"
WHITNEY COMPU5AY'S
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
SOUTH FIRST SHEET

Tlhie

The

commercial club of thin place
lowing the plan of advertising for
the business enterprises that are
lacking In this growing young city.
Among the needs of the town at the
present time Is a bakery, electric
light plant, and an Ice factory. John
Kgbert Is the fecretary of the club.
At a meeting of the club held last
Monday iskftit In the rooms of the
New Mexico Land and Trust Company a statehood league was organIs fol-

Terms
Cash

Terms
Cash

0

ized.

T. O. Miller and son and L. X.
Gregory, contractors and builders of
this place have formed a partnership and have remed an office next
to the Nara Vista Lumber Company.
L. K. Egerton, nursery agent, is
arranging with the Panhandle nursery to put In a tree park at this
place. This will be a great convenience to the home builder of this
community In helping blm to beautify his grounds and select trees for
his orchard.
Uncle Sam's free ST'ft of land to
hais surely
his sovereign citizens
been a great help to the man who
has been struggling for years to get
ahead. iMany such have made Nara
Vista their home, and not a few
who came here with scarcely enough
to puy for their tilings find themselves In possession of land that will
dolsell for from ten to twenty-livlars an acre.
The Nara Vlsta Cement Block and
Brick plan under the management of
C. A. Hamrick is proving a good business venture for the owners and a
real boom to the building interests
of the town. The quality of block
produced from the cement works is
good and makea a practically Indestructible building.
'Mr. J. 13. Hoss, an enterprising
farmer, is showing samples of corn
raided on his claim which he believed will make from thirty to forty
Mr. Kos
and
bushels per acre.
many others of this community have
proven that successful farming Is a
possibility In their part of the arid

UNCLE SAM HAS SECURED NEW NAVAL BASE ON THE PACIFIC
WHERE COALING STATION WILL BE FITTED OUT
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One Year Was Almost One
Mismanage- Million Oau.no
nic-nt-.

Montreal, Can., Dec. 13. Government railroads are operated at a loss
in Canada, according to the Montreal Gazette. Both the Intercolonial
and the Prince- - Edward Island roads
are found to be expensive. The Gazette says:
The report for nine months of the
minister of railways and canals tells
the story of the latest effort to give
the Intercolonial railway a business
excuse for existing. The result can
be counted happy only by comparison with previous records of the unfortunate property:
the
In the fiscal year 1903-0- 4
working expenses were $7,239,982;
the earnings were $6,339,231; there
was an operating account of $900,-75Things seemingly were being
got ready for the general parliamentary election of 1904.
the year in which the
in 19U4-Hplace,
the
election actually took
$8, 508, 826,
working expenses were
and the revenue amounted to but
$6,783,522.
It cost in 12 months
more to operate and maintain the road than it earned, and this
though it traverses for the greater
part of its length one of the
and good traffic providing
regiotid of Canada.
The situation. It was felt, was
more than the country would stand,
and though ministers vapored in parliament about the road being a splendid national asset, the testimony of
its own records that it was a sinkhole for the people's money was too
vtrong, and the force of public opinion compelled an effort to
secure
better things.
Here is the result for nine months
from July 1, 1906, to March 31, 1907
Gross revenue, 16,243,311; expend
iture. $6,030,171, and net revenue
$218,140.
This is good by comparison only,
and only by comparison with the
itself In the past.
The road is 1,448 miles in length.
Its capital civ i to March 31 last
l
given as s2,744,937.
The return
to the treasury is about a quarter
cent on the construction
of 1
cost.
cost is constantconstruction
The
ly incivaMiig also. The expenditures
on cupital account that is, of out of
treasury.
Since the
the national
were
great deficit year of 1904-0- 5
and $1.506,2u9
$3,765,170 in 1H05-0- 6
in 1906-0There in no other couna property
try with mi valuable
showing such miserable results.
The other government owned and
operated railway is that on Prince
Kdwurd Island. It never has been
treated as a business enterprise, and
in all prohMillity never will be.
The road is 261 miles long, and,
though of narrow gauge, has cost
i 't.iu i.2i;i. or $28.0ou a mile. It
during the nine months
earned
$21', 434. while the working expenses
0.

.

ed

Inter--

colonial

pi--

7.

Were $2S3.14S.
There as paid out of the national
treasury to keep the road running

over and above the revenue a sum
of $67.7-- . Another um of $91,710,
inclut
fti the capital cos;, was expended
I provide facilities for carrying tne traffic that did not pay.
This, also, is in keeping with the
to obrailway's record. It is
ject to it. It simply has to be endured.
There are those who think that
the Intercolonial suould be extended
westward, first to the Georgian Hay,
then to the Pacific Coast. The road
now runs from Montreal, the chief
a
traffic point in Canada, through
noncompetitive territory, scoond only
power
producing
In traffic
to the
Grand 'i'unk between Montreal and
6arnla. Before they can expect the
people to agree to such a proposition
apthe capacity of government
pointees, acting for the government,
bu-la enterprise as
to manage a
such, must be established.
ne

if
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FAILS IN CANADA
IjOhh

Grocers

Magilnlcna Itay. I'nolo Sam's now nnval base, I? a InntT- hay off
loufr tiulf of California, wlKN-- r Uw
I'ao lllc lieot will ninkc iw point of licnd. zvons. T!m Imy will w the tlie
coaling Htatlon of the i
for Nevrral
,
years, i
iik-iis Mirt or tnei iintirraiii. MntHliilcna Imr
kmiiK i uw- i"
was obtained by arrnngeinent wltli .Mexico. It It nniply large and well protected hy natural IwrrierM.

west.
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Socorro and , gjj
Socorro County I
mmm MMMgM

300000CXX)OOC)CXaXXXXXXXXXX
Socorro X. M., Dec. 13. Probate
Clerk Sweet, Chaa. Lewis and Mr.
Xewman. who left about a wpbIt nrn
for a trip about 150 miles went of

nere, nave returned. They were on
purely a business trip, but Mr. Xewman shot a you us panther, and being
armed with only a
had
quite a time in securing his quarry.
Mr. Xewman brought the pelt
to
Hocorro with him and will have it
"
'
rug.
mmra tarts
a
made
into
Mr.
Lewis return470M
ed to his ranch on the Jornado today.
Mlfs Helen Utter, of Silver City,
Is the guest of MIks Helen Terry of
this city. She expected to remain
in Socorro for about a week. Miss
Utter has a brother attending the
School of Mines at this place. Her
brother will return to Silver City
with her to spend the holidays at
home.
Mrs. C. O. Duncan will entertain
a party of her friends at her home
on California street Saturday evening. Whltt will be the order of the
evening.
Margaret Sweet, daughter of Probate Clerk Sweet, Ls confined to her
home with a slight cold.
rmtt
,
The Ladles' Aid society of the
j
n, m M
iin-,- y
lt
,,!,
k
F'resbyterlan church will give a moving picture enertalnment at
h
liiitannia still rules the Heas, an. llie ulKve pIcMiirti kIiohs while I'nele church thl evening. The proceeds
Sum N now wwniil in IlKliliujr tonuaice. lulling paMMed
are
to
weiuly. a new be used to swell the fund for
In niimlK-- r of enllNteri men tirent ltiituln')i lead In even more striking, tin
A feature of the
church.
depleted In the. blaek figure. Kugland litts 9H.973 men. the I'nltcd .States
evening will be the singing of the
1 raiK-51,02(1,
42,10(1,
Holy i ity by Mrs.
;Tinany 41.070, Jspnii 3 1.002.
Hlcher,
Prof.
while the pictures are thrown on
by the stereoptlcan.
screen
the
A
STACK TO JETVIEZ, liEAVES 211
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water small admittance fee will be charged
VKST GOLD EVEIIV MORXIXG AT cures and prevents constipation. Ask at the door.
iMrs. 11. P. Noble will entertain a
5 O'CTAXTK.
your rrocer for It.
number of friend. at her home on
Park treet Friday afternoon from
2:30 to 5 o'clock. The game of 500
will be the game.
Mrs. Bluckwcll, of Trinidad, was
a visitor in this city yeHterday. Mrs.
Carry It from
Blackwell once resided In Socorro,
nom is M
and is well known here. She was the
guest of Mrs. J. V. Terry. She left
on Xo. 10 this morning.
L. X. Barner, of this city, returned from Albuquerque tod-ay- ,
where
he was vlaltlng his wife who Is at
the St.
sanitarium. Mrs. liar-tie- s
was operated on Munilay last
and ls In a, serious condition.
Mr.
Karnes received a telegram from his
wife today, and will return to Albuquerque in the morning.
Open your sleeping-roomonthly meeting of
windows
The regular
let
the school board was helij on Mony in the crisp, fresh aur
Lul your room
day evening the ftth, with Pres. J.
V. (Jriffilh in the chair.
The regular
be cold while dressing
, need not
a
routine business was transacted, and
touch ol a match and the welcome heat
a number nf bills paid. The schools
will close for the holidays on Dec.
is radiating from the
2uth, and reopen January 2nd, 1H08.
The public schools of this city
will give an entertainment Wednesday ut the opera house. The play
will bd entitled the "sweet girl graduate." The proceeds will be ued for
the benefit of the library fund.
H. O. Tinkle, fireman on the
train met with a very serious
as well as a very painful accident
While attending to his du(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
ties a gauqe glass burst, throwing
For healing the lath-roohot water and sl'im over the right
quickly it't a great convenience, and will
side of his face. His right Is severely
make the morning dip as glorious as in the summer.
scalded as well us the right side of
Now it's breaklast time make the room cozy and cheerful
his face. He whs treated by a local
your
physician, and
somewhat relieved,
breakfast more enjoyable and start the day without a shiver. The Auto
hut will go to the Santa Fe hospital
matic omoKeless Uevice prevents all smoke and smell
for further attention. It is hoped that
and makes it impossible to turn the wick too high or
the ight of the eye will not be destroyed.
too low. Cleaned in a minute
burns 9 hours with
Miss Kffle Kerry, assistant to Postone tiling. Finished in Nickel and Japan. Every
will
master Kittrell, of this city,
spend
the holidays in Las Vegas with
heater guaranteed.
a friend of that place, Mrs Krnesl
Krown.
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Bsolualr. Block of Staple Groceries
la tk. Bouthwsst.

Cost Puke

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

DORRADAILE'G117 Gold

Stableia
Telephone

3tear-ciir-i- K

OIJ KILliBLB."
M

--

K. M.

W. U. PATTERSON

mmrnm

M.ig-dalen- a.

stakiu. Albug.u.rqua,

ALllLgUEJtQrE. NEW MKXICO.

m

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

HtomtrM om mimmm mm am ill
Foundry east aid. of railroad track.

811-81- 1

TELEPHONE

I

Works

Iron and BrM Castings; Or., Col and Lumbr Cars; akafw
Grad. Ban, Babbit V.tal; Columns aad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.

Nut

CLKAN OAS COKE.

Machine

Inga, Pulleys,

Furnace,
Mixed.

Foundry and

HALL, Proprlmtor

ANTHRACITE

Early

Morning
Comfort

Albuquerque

IEIUCAN BLOCK.
CLUIULLOS LI

A venum

RAILROAD AVINXrm

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

5

1

Ra$TO Lamp
kwdiaU

TtScxn
it

impnvcj ccalral A
lol
Absolutely mI. AO park will;
aickd plilcj. Every
vmfcW. U
w-li-

kurmcr tright kghl
mil uL
cUuuJ. Mxk ol inm,
yw cuaot (c d fUf
r Pcrltdiaa 04 Hut
VtUr,
tiu I ur aaral tftaef iar Jcacriptivt cocuW.

Uq

lt

CONTINENTAL
OIL CO.
(1
rpertcd
23

fca ft

Apiiendlcith
Is due In a large measure to abuse
of the bowel", by. employing drastic
purgative. To avoid all danger, us.
only Dr. King's Nw Life Pills, th.
safe; gentle cleanser, and lnvlgora-tors- ..
Guaranteed to cur. headache,
biliousness, malaria and Jaundice, at
all drug stores. 15c
Monarch canned goods at
Grocery Co.

Unusual Gifts
engraved calling card, with
copper plate
91.65
Tiptop, or pen and pencil self
inking nam. stamp for marking linen
16 and (Oc
Loose leaf pocket memo.
$1 up
Special blotter holders for the desk
mad. to order.
100

Gold Stamping
On

leather and cloth gooda

per line; each additional

25c

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

Tbm telephone

S. LITHGOW
II.
took hinder
Rubber Btanip Maker
II

th.

prsn .!,,
health, prol.ogs jmjt Ml.

Th.

yor

telephoM

and protects y.rnr bouM.

line 10c.

TOU

I'Uouo 924.

makea

.datia. tighter, UMOarealM.
an4 tba wotrtea Innr.

Went UuUL

TUMLM A

TaUJtPHONE

IN TOUR UOUM

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY
By the Citizen Publishing Company

CITIZEN. "

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

There are about as many conceptions a to what constitute a "good
a there are Individuals, but thera l one place In New Mexico, not
Ume"
AND WEEKLY
very far from Albuquerque, where t out Of every 100 people find what they
are looking for. That place la the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Freeh country produce In abundance, noreea to nae or onve, aogs,
rune, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and flatting In
Ton can. live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
you please.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN go aaTou'll
find plenty of company there, agreeable and rennet ir you are
Condition Ideal lor re
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
MANAGING EDITOR
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
TOU CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN JN1NE DQLLAnS A WBilfcK. A X
VWAT TOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Cltlxen Office for further particulars, or address The
i
....-..- .
$5.60 Valley Ranch.

...

rr
W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

smsciurnoN rates
On year by mull In advance . ;
One month by rrutll
On month, by carrier within city limit
'

Kntrrrd a

iveond-cia- a

matter at the

Act of Congress of March S,

187.

STRONG BLOCK

"

Furniture

-:-

Rugs

-

-:-

f

Crockery

-

We Have the Largest and Best Line of House Furnishing Goods in the Southwest

-

AND THE PRICE

of Albuquerque, If.

Tho only IBaotratrd dally newspaper In New Mexico and the best

;

That's What Sells the Goods

60
.
PofltofAoe

Friday, prckmiif.r is, io7.

.SO

M.,
ad-

vertising medium of the Southwest.

TUB ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN IS:
The leading Republican dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Dead."
THK ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Pram and Auxiliary News Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

.

STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

o the
The Cltfsen yesterday contained a tory Just a short story
effect that Dr. Lukens, superintendent of the Children's Home Society, had
In charge, a ten day old. baby of good but poor parentage, for which a home
was sorely needed.
(The work of this society, which Is purely
is one of the
at has undertaken the hard task of caring for
most worthy In the land.
the homeless, frlendles, sin surrounded children of the territory, and surely
there could be no object more blessed.
The fact that a baby only ten days old Is practically advertised to cive
away, however, is something that ought to make the people of all conditions
top and think.
It Is ad but it Is true that in the American home of today there Is
getting to be less' and less room for the baby.
Our president has called attention to race suicide; it is one of the most
higher civilization.
wretched conditions of our
(Parents of today or rather those who should be parents prefer in
so many cases to have a few more luxuries In preference to rearing a child.
A few more clothes, a few more knick nacks. a few more amusements
take the time and the money and the energy that ought by all meant to
be devoted to a much higher end a far nobler duty.
So it Is that the childless home is gaining ground fast among the very
people those of the middle and wealthy classes where good healthy Am
erican boys and girls should be reared.
On the other hand, men and women are passing from the prime of life
Into old age, childless only later to regret that their own folly robbed them
w.l what would be their greUwt blessing In declining years.
It
"We don't wnt any children," is an expression heard too often.
should be a badge of shame to every normal man and every normal woman
Thus
ordinary
conditions.
who have entered the marriage contract under
It la that the cocletv for the orotectlon of children is having such a tax
BDon Its resources.
It is true that In many cases the evil of race ulclde is finding Its own
antidote in the childless homes of old age, where babies of indigent parents
re received with open arms to be cared for by people who should have
. '
had children of their own.
are provided with
These homes if thev are moral and healthful,
society.
by
parents,
charge
the
later
taken in
children of other
But the growth of race suicide and the tendency to shirk the care of
disgraceful
most
evil of modern times,
Infants bv the people of today. Is the
A gaudily dressed woman carrying a spiteful, ugly, much washed and
oe""smed dog. is a sight to disgust any honest man or woman, and the
man with the foppish attire, who Is generally her consort Is even more disPerhaps the evil will correct Itself but in the meantime the na
gusting.
tion, the state, the town and the home will suffer a loss that will be oaiiy
.
felt more heavllv as the years roll around.
The Children's Home Society Is a national institution New Mexico
has onlv one of its numerous branches.
The organization has taken a strong stand not only against race
but against any attempt of parents Capable ef caring for children, to
foist their offspring onto charity.
any one
Moreover, the society will actively engage in prosecuting
found making such an attempt and it Is sad to relate the society has al
readv been forced to do so.
So far as possible, the fociety aids indigent parents to care for their
children and prefers to leave the babe in Its own home where possiDie,
Oniv in extreme cas& does the society take charge of the child and when
It does, there are always reasons enough to satisfy the law of God or of
man for so doing.
But the officers of the society, not only In New Mexico but generally
over the country, are fighting a losing fight, so long as the morality of
men and women is no higher than to crowd from the home It choicest
bletslng the healthy American baby.
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We Meet AH Competition!!
All Stoves and Ranges

25

Discount'
6 Inch Stove pipe - - 6 inch Stove pipe elbows -

-

Thanksgiy iog S&le Cutlery.

Our Mlmgmnt Unm

9c Joint
8c Joint

1

mf

Holiday Cutlery
AND

t

See

Our

Carvers

Prices Before Buying
-

ABOUT TOWN
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California Naval Oranges at the
Richelieu Grocery.
John- 8. Beaven has returned from
a business trip to Gallup, N. M.
It - doesn't come any better than
you get it at the Richelieu Grocery.
ome more Kream Klips. Every
body likes them. Kichelieu Grocery.
A marriage llcct.te was Issued to- -,
day to Juan Garcia Oiozco and Car
men Qulntio.
When you come to buy your
Christmas dinner, don't forget that
Kichelieu" stands for quality.
"Woman's Influence. Her Agency
in Society, the Home and the World"
wi'l be the subjeet for the service tobe held at Temple Albert this (Frld.y) evening at 7:45 o'clock. The
public is cordially invited to be pres-

ent

v

Improvident and short sighted
to
avail themselves of this means of Insuring the comfort of those depending upon them after they, themselves
have passed away.
Albuquerque Is rapidly becoming
a life insurance center, and It is to
be hoped that the men of the town
will take advantage of the opportunities offered here to insure the
future welfare of those depending
upon them. Dr. W. O. Tight, president of the University of New Mexico,
recently
expressed
himself
strongly in favor of life Insurance,
and even dictated a letter to the
local manager of the company in
which he Is Insured, with a view of
encouraging others to take out policies. He says, writing to the Pacific
Mutual:
"I deslr in say, as a policy holder
In the Pacific Mutual.
I have al
ways been pleased with the method
of doing business of your company,
and I have every faith in its Integrity
and good management and feel that
I can heartily recommend it to any
one desiring insurance.
Tours very sincerely,
"W. .Q. TIGHT."

Cal Ward was the victim of a bad
runaway accident lU'i4 his home teu
miles from !'tancla last week.
Though he received a kick from on
of hi Ikt!" and thtf loaded wagon
passed over his head he escaped with
a lew bruises rrom wnicn ne is now
recovering rapidly.
Charles J. Young, aged three years,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Young,
of 10S John Street, died this morning at 3 o'clock of pneumonia after
a two weeks' lllnej. The funeral
will be held tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock u the Immaculute Conception church.
Father Mandalari
officiating. Burial will be made In
cemetery.
Santa Barbara
The funeral of Mrs. Katherine
which was postponed on account
of the lateness of the trains from the
east, will be held tomorrow morning
724
at 8: SO o'clock at the residence,
North Fourlh street, services following al
o'c'ock at the Immaculate
Conception church. Father Mandalari oillcluting. Burial will be made
in fcanta Barbara cemetery.
As the result of a fire at Tor'reeu
last Friday night, Juan C. Jaramtllo
superintendent of schools lor Torrance county, "met with the loss of
entire
his store building, with iu
stock of goods. In addition the coungone,
though
Mexico
press
New
are
ty
of
school records
It Is with pleasure that The Citizen sees the
from
laying aBlde every other consideration and taking up the cause of statehood they can readily be duplicated
which are keot at Estancla.
thf.se
congress.
proper
entertainment of the National irrigation
ahd of the
cause
the county et. The loss willIn
tBoth go hand In hand now and the governor Is personally visiting ter considerable
the
inconvenience
rltorlal cities and towns boosting for both.
little Manaano town particularly to
not
paper
this
conditions
does
This is the true spirit and under such
Mr. .Taramillo himself. It being un
believe that congress can long deny us statehood while the success of the derstood that U's residence which adjoined
the itor ws alio destroyed.
Irrigation Congress Is assured.
Among the Ftrongest and most public spirited editorials to appear reH. H. MeCord. of the Meeilla Valcently on the Irrigation Congress Is one In the New Mexican yesterday.
ley Development company, has reCrucee, where he
It is of particular Interest because Colonel Max Frost, its author, turned from lua Irrigation
congress
was a member of the executive committee of the third National Irrigation went with the
boosters last Wednesday. The com
Congress, which was held here in Albuquerque many years ago.
alnas
represents
pany
he
Colonel Frost realises the importance of the big congress to this terri- ready which
offices at Las Cru- established
says:
speaking
tory and in
of It he
ces and in the city of El Paso ana
"Next year's National Irrigation Congress will be held In Albuquerque. are now ready to open a branch in
meeting
of
this
of
first
date
the
on
the
from
record
Albuquerque which will be placed In
The New Mexican is
of Col. D. K. B. Sellers.
Important body as having been strongly In IU favor and aiding its work In the charge
every way. The third national irrigation congress was held in the city of The company is the owner of several
acres of rich lands under
Albuquerque and the editor of this paper at that time was a member of the hundred
one mile of Ias Cruces
within
ditch
represented
Hadley
C.
who
Walter
lute
thereof.
The
executive committee
and these lamls are now to be placurgent
upon
solicitation
assembly,
the
legislative
county
in
the
Brnallllo
ed on the market in small lots for
of the New Mexican and also by its aid, secured a smell appropriation of farming purposes. Mr. MeCord will
year
1895,
congress
and
at
In
that
the
expenses
for some
of
the
defray
to
the
remain in Albuquerque
11,000
It was still small and but 150 delegates were present time with headquarters at the
time It was a success.
hotel.
and
but It was the beginning and It aided in the present great development
Klnce then the New Mexican has cordially
beneficial acts of the gathering.
of peculiar
gives
It
it is beyond cavil that satisfaction, one a feeling
uncerand earnestly supported the movement yearly andmany
somewhat
thee
adopted
resolutions
Mexico
by
New
the
and
recognition
received
the
tain daye, to know that his money
favoring its desires have added materially In the advancement of the terri- Is Invested in securities that do not
be Hhake, and to iuck this assurance is
tory. Under these conditions It is but natural that this paper should
ite a fine growth of gray
readv and willing to help in every proper way to make the coming congress n encmi
etcetera. The last
nightmares,
hair,
large
at
territory
of
people
to
the
the
creditable
Albuquerque
a
sucte.
in
buuncial snap, rrom which we
nine
may
anu
oe
a
so
it
memoraoie
mat
particular,
City
and
iu
to
Duke
the
and
Just now recovering, has given
The New Mexican will are
auspicious event in the history of the territory.
the majority of the people a very
cheerfully and loyally support Governor George Curry and the board of decided Jolt. Enterprises that were
thought to be as firm a the hills
control of the congress In the Duke City In 1U columns and otherwise
and they began to wonto bring about this greatly to be desired end. The affair should not be con- went under,
der If anything was absolutely safe.
It should be made an event in which the
sidered local but territorial.
"Absolutely safe" is a mighty
and which should be strong
people at large should become greatly interested
term, and you want to be
helped not only by all Interested In irrigation and land matters but by all careful how you apply It About the
loyal and patriotic cltlxens who have the genuine advance and good of this nearext approach to an absolutely
ife investment is an investment in
comnmoweulth at heart."
Hig railroads frelife insurance.
This uits the west: it quently fail. teel mill shut down,
Denver secured the democratic convention.
go
Into
hands of receivers,
mines
the
many
prominent
will bring money to Denver, and the assemblage of so
seldom hear of a life insureffect but you
members of the great calamity bowling party will have a wholesome good.
ance company that has once got well
in enlarging the republican vote. Its an ill wind that blows nobody
under headway, being obliged to suspend.
'
True, you do not reap the diviDenver is at least to be praised In no uncertain tones for her enterdends yourself, but your estate does,
Having failed to secure the republican national convention, she and
prise
frequently happens that your
If he don't know when estateit needs
landed the democratic one.
A city is like a man.
the money more than
licked.
never
you do. Did you ever think what
he is licked he Is
an Inestimable
and lasting good
tAmonjg Mrs. Longworth's other claims to notoriety, is that she has now would be brought upon this country
in general, and upon the wife and
had appendicitis
children of the man of limited means
jtdd Rtissla will never get through that long list of court martlals In particular, if every man Invested
tPoor
some of bis yearly earnings in life
of Port Arthur.
A large percentage
of
for the surrender
insurance?
,
our destitute children and poverty
t
Irrigation
National
the
belong
Mexico
New
entertain
stricken,
women
help
tull
ridden
10
going
Is
iEl
'
anne.l New Mexico.". in men who during life were too
(Vrrrw .El Paso "Jittt naturally push

ierij6ccUi Boosting

Not Going Out of Business

No other food deteriorate so
rapidly M the Oyster. Its habitat to
the ooraa. It reqahe coolness) and
ahsolute freedom from exposure to
the air m order to retain Its delicate
flavor and Its wholosomenesa, SEAL- SHUT OYSTERS are brought direct to us from the choicest beds of
America. They are shucked into
porcelain cases, sealed and packed In
ice, which never comes in contact
with the oysters. The nee of the
SeaMtlpt carrier is the secret of
tliolr superiority.

So-g-

--

upon purehatlng

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
$2.25

St. IjouIh Spelter Market,

et. Louis, Dec. xi.

Spelter

4.00.

Sheep receipts 4,000. Market weak.
Muttons $4.2506.10; lambs $5.25fj
6.10; range wethers $3.76 4i 6.00.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

diioago Proxluee Market.
Chicago, Dec. 13. Closing:
Wheat Dec. 93 V May 100
Corn Dec. 65; May
Oats May (old) 63H?i;

dull,

M.20

New York Metal Market.
New York, Dec. IS. Lead weak,
$3.603.66; lake copper weak 13&
13 hi: filver

64.

St, LoiiIh Wool .Market.

66.

51H9s.
Pork Jan.
,

$12. 47

Lord Jan. $7.72H;
Kibs Jan. $6.72 Vi;

May

May $12.92H
May $7.80.
May $6.85.

Louis, Dec. 13. Wool steady;
territory and western medium 20ffj) Atchison New York Stocks.
70 H
23c; fine medium 1921c; fine 15&
86
Preferred .
17c.
New York Central . . .'
93
PensylvaniaHXhi
New York .Money Market.
71
Southern
Pacific
New York, Dc. 13. Prime mer- Union Pacific
114
cantile paper 7 8 per cent; money
79
Preferred ..
10 per cent; ruling Amalgamated
on call, firm
kocgh tovr.
45
Copper
Do you know what this means? If rate 10 per cent.
U. S. S.
25 H
not ask our drivers to explain It to
K6
'Preferred
KaiiHiiM Ctty
' '
you.
Kansas City, Dec. 13. Cattle reIMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
ClileatfO JJvestoek.
ceipts 4,000. Market steady to weak.
Chicago, Dec. 13. Cattle receipts
Southern steers S3.25&4.35: .'OUU-er- n 3,600.
Market
weak. Beeves $3.16 4
See Palmer's ad. page five.
cows $2.00 5.25; stockers and S.15; cows $1,104(
6.60; Texans $3.00
o
bulls S2.250 03.75; calves $4.7606.75;
feeders J3.00 4.C0;
stockers
western and feeders $2.
Clothing almost given away at 4.00; calves S3.25S.50;
204.10.
cows
216 Mi South Second otreet.
western
steers
$3.25 5. 00;
10,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
weak. Western $2.00(jJ)4.60; yearling
4.60'iT 5.30; Iambs $3. 54i6.25; western $3.75 & 6.15.

Consult

....

Indian Store

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

-

See Palmer's ad, page five.
A Hard Debt to fay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid off." writes O. S.
Clark, of Westflela, Iowa, for my
rescue irom death, by Dr. Kings
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death' seemed
imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
first bottle' used, and two more bottle made a complete cure." Nothing has ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and all throat and
lung complaints.
by
Guaranteed
au druggists, sue and $1.00. Trial
hottes free.
See Palmer's ad, page five.
Piles Cured In 6 to 14 Days.
PAZO OINTMENT It guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, blind.
bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 50 cents.

1882

HED

Look for '
our Sign

Indian Store

We have a lot of Bargains in Holiday
Coods, in addition to our regular line of
Indian and Mexican Wares, which we
have always sold at bottom prices
Navajo Pi'low Tops, Natural Wool, $1.25 and 1.50

sizes

at 1.00.

3.00

sues at 2.00.

Navajo Pillow Tops, Germantown Wool, 2. so and
Navajo Looms, 1.00 size, at 60c.
Indian Moccasins. 1.50 goods at 1.00.
Indian Moccasins, 1.25 goods at 65c.
Navajo Blankets at 20 per cent discount from regu-

i

lar prices.

All Goods Marked in Plain Figures-Y- ou
Save Money by Trading with Us

DRS. COPP and PETTIT.
ROOM 12, N. T. AAMIJO BLDG.

THE BEST ALWAYS"

TRADE
Where

Just What You Older
Promptly, Carefully
Delivered
From a Stock That Is
Always

Grocer
508 W. Central

WITH AMPI2 MEANS

REMEMBER

ooooooooooooo

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

.

A.

:

LUNA, President.
W.

WELL

'

.

'

,

J.

'

J. JOHNSON,

.

AaslaUtat Oaafaler.
CL

BALD RIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

Diamonds and High Grade Jewelry
represent unredeemed pledges, and have
been secured at low prices, consequently we
are in position to sell them to you at a discount of from 25 to 50 per cent on the usual
jeweler's price, and we will do it Call and
be convinced of the truth of what we say.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL
$ 1 50,000.00

,

'Phone 238

Thatll Our Fine

AND CTNSURPAS&KD FACILITIES

Vloe Precedent and enables'..
WILLIAM McINTOSH,

:

When You Begin
Christmas

ovo

SOLOMON

Fresh

T. N. LINVILLE,

North 1st, Just Above Central Ave.

Officers and Directors

Get

You

Buying

will

REMEMBER THE PLACE

W, 8, STRICKLER,

$8

.St.

The Bennett Curio Co.
FIRST-ESTABLIS-

Dentist

Reliable- -

Full Set of Teeth
$1.50 np
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
$
Painless Extracting
50c

'

109 N.

a

L. G. RtOseniield
You Can
, The Man

118 Central Avenue

Trust

'

J.

Albuquerque, N. Mi

V

rain ay.

nrx-KMnK-

u

in.

aXBUQUlTRQUE

imt.

For the Christmas Tradox

French

We bought more hrAYlly of beautiful cowls UwiT? present comll
tions Jnstify, and In order to move these goods quickly, we are
n Hiking prices lower than they sliould be sold for. Makje Belectiona
Rich Cut Giant, tlie moot bean-tlfnow wlille the stock Is complete.
Hand ralnted China ever sIiowti In Uw rtljrj Leather Goods,
Toilet Sets, Shaving Beta, Baby Sets, Dainty Perfumes. Toilet Waters, Box Candies. Don't fall to Inspect our stock.
N. B.: Our Prescription Department always In charge
PharniaciMs.

Bread and Cakes
ARE GETTING FAMOUS

"

That's the Kind Your
Mother Wat ; 7
Trying to Make

J.

The

EL

SOUTHERN HEW C

f registered

Almost

SALE

'The southern

part

of

this

COCXXXXXXXXDOOCX3CXXXXXXXXXX)

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing
Works
The most
cleaning and pressing
parlors in the city.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
West Silver Ave.
109-1- 1

mar-soon-

WELCOME

Come early, Select your Xmas Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

Y

Per Month and Up
or by the Week, Day
or Meal.

MADE

A

Eait Coal Avenue

Charged With Stealing Team
and Wagon at Santa
Recovered.
Fc-Pro- perty

e,

WAGON LOADS OF

fcianlsh-Amerl-ca-

AI HAWLEY'S

This is my last year in the toy
business. My store la full of them,
and there are unopened boxes of
them stored away. I believe I have
more toys by a half than any other
store In the city, and every one of
them must get out by the first of the
year.
I need the room for other
lines, and In order to get it, will cut
and slash at the prices until you
can't help but buy.
If you can't find what you wish
among my toys, you are pretty hard
to please. They run In value from
one cent to twelve dollars, and slop
A partial
at all stations between.
list:
Teddy Bears, old one and cabs,
dolls, large and small, doll carriages,
trunks, houses, stoves, dishes, beds, and everything else a doll
needs. Automobiles, trycycles, wagons, wheelbarrows, tool cheats, trains,
engines that run, hose carts, mechanical toys of all kinds, air rifles,
trumpets, drums, balls, games, banks,
'
cash registers tops, Noah's arks, animal toys, etc., etc.
The point yon want to remember
is that THKY MUST GO, REGARDLESS OF PRICE, and go at once.
11AW LKY ON TI1K CXltXIIt.
Opposite Powtoffloe.
'

s,

o

insur-rgctlo-

ELKS' BAND GIVES
DELIGHTFUL

DANCE

The Elks' band gave its first annual ball at the Elks' opera house
last night. About two hundred were
present and spent a very enjoyable
evening. Music was furnished by the
Elks' band which was under the direction of Marcellus C. Grady.
The opening selection was from
by Do mil -Lucia di Lammermoore
zettl, a most difficult piece, which
was given a splendid rendition by the
were encored
band. The players
again and again after each selection.
The committees in charge of the
ball were as follows:
Arrangements
Ben Dlgneo, Norman Hodgson, George Davis, Marcellus C. Grady.
White, E. L.
Reception Charles
Washburn, Leon Hertzog, S. H.
d.

CHRISTMAS &AI.K OK GltOCKJUfcS
Weiller,
Clifford
Floor dlarry
FOR TKN 1AYS.
Hayden, Harry Hoffman and Harry
at 2 Benjamin Nye G. Martin.
S lb Las Cruces tomatoes,
cans for 25c.
2 lb Best Standard corn, per can
10c.

2 lb 3est Succatash, 2 cans 25c.
I
Fruits ftMOJted, 6 cans peaches.
6

WRECKED TRAINS

necto-rineplums,
cans strawberries,
ARRIVED IHIS MORNING
4.00.
AH for
12V4?.
hominy,
IbG tA.fi
Largo bottle ketchup, 20c",
iMoka and Java 40c coffee, 30c.
Trains delayed by the rear end
Best kraut, per gal., 35c.
collision of the two sections of pas25ceggs.
senger train No. 1 at Delhi, Colo.,
Best case
Pf dzButter you can't beat, ii Ib for arrived In Albuquerque this morn5c.
ing. No one from this city was on
Evaporated apples, 2 lbs for 25c.
the, wrecked trains. The injured are:
25c.
2
0
prunes,
lbs for
A. Staahe, Santa Fe. Bruised head;
Best potatoes. 12 ns for 25c.
H. S. Wilkie, San Diego, Cal.. bruised
All goods guaranteed.
head and hip; Mrs. J. S. Donnell,
Htop driver, phone us, or
Long Beach, Calif., Dead cut; Pattie
n. Hinchman, lo!a. Kan., are bruiss.-- i .
-' " Call at - store.
ed; Mrs. N. ' M Terry, Los Angeles.
J. F. PALMER.
Cal., head and back bruised; Mrs. J.
601 North First street.
E. Huber, Los Angeles, Cal.. back
o
Anna L. Day, Ualesburg, 111.,
The reason we do so much ROUGH hurt;
DRY work is because we do it right head bruised.
and at the price you cannot afford to
shoes or
A pair of our
have it done at home.
slippers comts always handy and as
IMPERIAL LAUXDRY CO.
a Christmas gift they are more apOur
ebe.
DeWltfs Kidney and Bladder Pills preciated than anything
foot wear offers you
relieve backache, weak kidneys, and stock of stylish
you
prices
want
and
what
Sold
at
Just
inflammation of the bladder.
you are willing to pay. C. May's Shoe
by J H. O'K'tUy.
Store, 314 West Central avenue.
Native aiul eHtrn corn. Excellent
mors
Nothing
l
appropriate for
a low price.
for writl
One
K. W. Fee, 02-eSouth Fin St., Christmas than a photograph.
$3.00.
dozen cabinet photographs
I'liune 16.
BTCDIO,
MILLET
Our shirt and collar work Is per215 Wet Railroad Avenue.
fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" is
A box social will be given at the
the proper thing. W lead others
Congregational church Friday evenfollow.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.... . ing, December 13th by the Junior
Endeavors. A suitable program will
you want anytntng on earth, yos be
If get
Come, bring a friend.
rendered.
can
It through the want column
get
reof The Evening Cltisen. Wt
Overcoats almost given away at
, j.'
' ?
mits.
. tit hi South' Second street, '
i
s.

.

40-6-

iilrr u
oi

.

Phone 452

114

W- -

All $3.00
All $2.60
All $2.00
All $1.00

Pens
Pens
Pens
Pens

".

$,50

$1.25
-

'

"
Baprs

Central

FOR
CHRISTMAS
What would be more appreciated
than

1

ioeiy rouowing the receipt
a
telegram from Sheriff Closson of of
nanta xe. Deputy Sheriff Armljo
a man, Jones by name, at a
wagon yard near the Santa Fe tracks
on the charge of stealing a team
of
horses and a wagon at Santa Fe.
--

ed

The stolen property was recovered.
Jones was taken to the county Jail
and Sheriff Armljo took possession
of the team and wagon. Jones would
make no natement this afternoon regarding the alleged theft
Kherllf
Closson has been notified and. Is
here this evening
to
charge of Jones and the team take
and
wagon.

-

.65

worth from $175 to
$J.C0

Your Choice .................

75c

Lot Ladies' Pocket Books worth from 75c
to $3.60. All go for Half Price.

Call at my office and I will toll yon bow you
ran nutke fa titer or mother a pnwnt of a fine
pair ot
'

r u; it. 1.11

w

Gim0 Guarmnt9td to Fit Correctly
C. H. CARNES, Oph. D.

114 West Central,
PHONE 4 5 J.

v-

Lot Ladies' Hand Bags worth fiom $1.60

VISION

eoeoeoeccoeooeoeoeoeoeoec

'

'

$2.50. Your Choice for

oecoeoeoeoeoecoeoeooe

'Examination
FREE.

$2.50

$2.00

Lot Ladies' Hand
to $2.50.

600D

Pns

Next to Post Office
' '

,

TELEPHONE

1104.

.

:

ooooooooraooooocox

GRAFTER

IS WHAT MARKET AFFORDS
GIVE US A CHANCE
FOR

GIVEN TEN

SUNDAY

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own
mills located in the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A largs stock
of dry spruce
dimension on hand. Why not buy
ths best when it is Just as cheap T
It will pay you to look into this.

NORSE THIEF

TODAY

Ar-mij- o,

son-in-la- w

MRS.E.K. NORRIS

MAJOR

Amos W. Kimball, whose appointment as major in the quartermaster
service of the United States army
was confirmed by the senate yester-da--a
of Perfecto
sheriff of this county, and Is
well
known in Albuquerque and
throughout the territory
for that
matter.
According
to Col. John Borra-daJlof this city, one of the veteran
army men of Albuquerque, Kimball
first enlisted in the army at the first
n
call of troops for the
war in the California volunteers.
He went! to the Philippines during
n
the early part of the Filipino
and served two years before
returning to the United States. He
in the regular army in
the quartermaster service and returned to the Philippines for the
His advancement in
second time.
the army has been phenomenal.

AN OW

All $4.00

DAYS
ALLEGED

ARRESTED HERE
IS

This Week Only.

PARTY A HEARTY

er

Board and Room

$16.00

Big Redaction in Fountain Peas

Style of Jewelry yon nay wish, wltk or without

ItH'KETK, CVKF UrrrO.N'fi.
NECK CHAINS AND
OTHER JEWELRY IN IiAHGE VARIETY.
WB GET THESE GOOIX4 OV LOANS, AT LESS
THAN THEIR REAL VALVE.' AND YOU GET TUB
BENEFIT BY BUYING OF US.

Dr. George W. Harrison, who accompanied Governor Curry and Col.
W. S. Hopewell to El Paso to stir up
Interest and enthusiasm in the coming Irrigation congrew, returned to
Albuquerque today. Governor Curry
and Colonel Hopewell will arrive in
the city tonight,
"In El Paso we met the bankers
and prominent business men," said
Dr. Harrison.
"W told them of
what preliminary plans we have already formulated for the congress
and they assured us of their support.
Everybody showed a keen interest In
the congress."
While in El Paso, Governor Curry,
Colonel Hopewell and Dr. Harrison
called on Judge A. B. Fall. The gubernatorial party was entertained by
the business men of the city. A reception followed by a smoker was
given in Maccabee hall last night.
Felix Martinez, representing
the
El Paso Water Users' association.
Governor Curry, Colonel Hopewell
and others delivered addresses. Business men gave short talks on Irrigation and pledged their support to Albuquerque In caring for the coming
National Irrigation congress.

territory-

to become a rich o ran go
growing country," said W. P. Crump,
of Phoenix. Arts., today. "The country and the climate are adapted to It
and I believe oranges could be grown
there as successfully as they are
grown around Phoenix."
lMr. Crump is here with a carload
of Washington naval organces grown
near Phoenix which he Is introducing to the local market.
"The growers around Phoenix realize from $150,000 to $200,000 from
the orange crop this year, I believe,"
continued Mr. Crump. "Between fifty
and sixty cars have been shipped and
more than a hundred carloads will
be shipped before the season is' over.
"The bulk of the crop goes to New
York, and Boston because it commands a higher price there. Early in
the season Phoenix dranges netted
$8 a box in New York and now they
are selling as high at $7.75. We get
our oranges on the market before
Thanksgiving.
"When the Roosevelt dam Is completed the Salt river valley will
blossom out as a great orange growing and fruit raising country. Growers can get their oranges on the
than the California, growers
command a
and Arizona oranges
price.'
higher
much

Columbus'
Hotel

my'

Consisting of.
RINGS. WATCHES, IU1ACELETR. STX PR, SCARP TINS,
MATCH HOXES, BIUMK1IKS, XBS, WATCH
?HAINR,

gation Congress.

-ought

CONTINUES

DIAMONDS

PASO GIVES CURREY

Albuquerque.

IN THE CITY

f--

'

.,"

Unredeemed Pledges

Man From Phoenix Says It Is Dr Harrison Says The Pass
GIty Will Help With IrriHas a Carload In

DINING ROOM

--.

r;::

1

We have removed from our safes, refinished
and placed on tale a fine collection of

Nickel

The
MOST POPULAR,

TOYS

J

Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Lot Angeles

202 East Central

J tO

PAGE

For., Christmas
Buyers
'

H. O'RIELLY CO.

ADAPTED TO ORANGE
&

CniZKtt.

ul

Bakery

Edwards

!

I

EVENING

John Lowry, a petty grafter, has
only' three
been in Albuquerque
days but In that time he learned that
the
Benevolent society
had just cleared over VoOO from
their charity ball and he began laying plans to spend a few weeks at
ease here on the society's charity
fund.
iBut his plans failed and. he la now
serving a ten days' sentence In the
Lowry
county Jail for drunkenness.
first went . to Rev. Fletcher " Cook,
Episcopal
of
rector
the St.. Johu's
church, and told the sympathizing
minister a story of an uphill battle
for health and a bare living.
Lowry represented
himself as a
victim of tuberculosis, 'unable to
work and without funds. He was referred to Mrs. H. B. Ray, of the
Benevolent society, and
applied to her for help. He wanted
a meal ticket and money to pay for
.
a room.. ;.
Lowry made as pathetic and as
touching a plea as a Hsngry hobo
could, but Mrs. Ray beoame suspicious and deferred giving the meal
ticket a day. That1 was yesterday.
Last night Lowry was arrested on
Central avenue by Officer Knapp for
trying to sell bogus Jewelry. He
was drunk and had a half I dollar
and many clieap rings in his pocket.
He was trying to sell ths rings to
Lowry admitted he had
passersby.
tried to work the Benevolent society
for a week's board.
,

Non-Soctri-

yi

(Hot hoiu-lettuce has made Its appearance on the local market and Is
bringing five rents a bunch and up.
Other commodities remain the same
and the nearness of Christmas does
not seem to stir up any activity in
the local produce market. Following
is this week's uuotatlons:
Vegetables.
Celery, Be up; Hubbard
squash,
5c; pumpkins, Sc; potatoes, 10 lbs.
for 25c; sweet potatoes, S lbs. for
2 He;
25c; spinach,
cabbage, 6c;
beets, Sc; carrots, 5c; turnips, 6c;
dry onions, 6c; green onions, 2
bunches, 6c; parsnips, 6c; lettuce 5c.
e

RIO GRANDE LUMBkH
Phone 8.

CO.

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

Fruit.

Bananas, 40c; apple, 10c; lemons,
25c and up; pears, 15c; cranberries.
2 pts for 25c;
cocoanuts, 10 and
15c; oranges. 30 to 90o doz.; grape?,
20c lb and up.

llsh.

.bass, 15c; catfish, 20e; rock
flounder, 15c; oysters, S6c
a pint; nu.nfi.--h- ,
15c;
salmon, 25c;
10c.
smelts,
Mint.
Beef. 8 to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
veal, 16 to 20c; mutton. 10 to 20c;
spring lamb, 12 Vic to 20c; ham, 15
to 19c; sausage. 2 lbs for 25c; spring
chicken, 18c; geee, 18c; hamburger,
2
squabs,
lbs for 25c; hens,
18cr
17Vic; ducks, 20c; turkeys, 24c.
cod,

15c;

ib).

There are varieties,
of course, in Parlor
Furniture

Variety of cJesign, of styles
of upholstery, of wood, and
of prices. To meet all pos
sible requirements we keep
all kinds of Parlor Furniture
to suit varied tastes and various Dockets. But no mat- ter what the'class of goods you are looking for, you may
be sure of the best of its kind at the price you want to
pay. Full Parlor Suits or separate pieces and carpets-tmatch your furniture choice.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
NEW FOUNTAIN IS YET
Alvartulo.
Mrs. Louis Hecker, Belen: H H
MuCord, Las Cruces; J. L. Hoffman, ESTANCIA AUTOS
A
SITE
.
Denver; J. Fleming, Belen; R. E.
Twitchell, Las Vegas; C. J. Morrison
and wife, Topeka; I. Carley, ChiARE BUZZING AGAIN
cago; F. J. Luebbert, Santa Fe; J.
Action In the matter of securing a
Stein, Las VeKas; H. Shawnoss, Oxsite for the city s new drinking founford, Eng.; Mrs. H. Montgomery,
tain
for horses and dogs, a gift from
Naco, Ariz.; E. F. Wilson, Chicago; Ilia
WTO Resume Carrying
the National
Humane
Alliance of
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Jefferies. Chicago.
Actohm Uio MonutuiiiM
New York City, will be taken at the
Tomorrow.
meeting of the city council Monday
St urn-ex- .
night. The massive granite fountain
R. A. Avery and wife, Socorro;
has not been moved from the' car
MoGlllvrny,
genC. G. Rhodes, Denver; J. Sayne, New
Duncan
the new
York; W. Ferguson, Kansas City; D. eral manager of the Albuquerque- - in the Santa Fe yards yet.
It. W. D. Bryan, president of the
308-31- 0
MoGlllivray, Hstancla; F. C. Prouse, KMtancla Automobile company to-- I
Central Ave.
Detroit; J. W. Burke, Marlon. Ind; gether with F. M. MeClOBkey his pre- - New Mexico Humane society, who
gift
Albuquerque,
secured
the
is
for
in this city from
O. A. Keller, Peru, 'nd.: It. E. Per- decessor arrived
Extancla yesterday afternoon in car expected to return from Chicago In
e,
kins. Junction, Ariz.; Wm. D.
TJelen; T. J. Bower, Denver; No. 1 under the guidance of Chau- - time to attend the meeting of the
ffeur Pearl Bacon, and were followed council Monday night and aid in seE. L. Jones, Havena. Ohio.
shortly afterward by car No. 3 under lecting and securing a site.
'
Councilmen have about abandoned
Chauffeur Hendricks, a late acquisiGranil Central.
W. L. Lonfborron, Greeley, Colo ; tion who recently participated in one the idea of getting the Santa Fe to
reconsider
its action in backing out
J. Cuming, El Paso; c. H. Purcell of the big automoolle meets in New
of an agreement .to furnish a site for
Chicago; Bert Dunn, Winslow; H. L. York City.
Lyman, Mcsllla.
Mr. McGllllvray reports that the the fountain at the northeast corner
line will resume operations tomor- of Central avenue and First street
Savoy.
row morning, the first car starting and are now casting about for a cenESTABLISHED 1 882
J. Powell, Fairmont, Ind.: James from Sturges' hotel at 8 o'clock and trally located place to put the new
E. Brown. Williams, Ariz.; E. Wln-da- s, arriving In Wlllard at 2:80. The one gift. Several business men have sugGallup.
coming In the opposite direction will gested that the fountain be placed
Representatives of the Only
leave Wlllard at 8 o'clock, arriving at Fourth street and Gold avenue opposite the new federal buildCrulg.
here at 'i o'clock In the afternoon. ing.
Chas. Berkland. El Paso; G. Har- The company has recently encountris. John iJhmldt, Raton;
E. Gray. ered considerable difficulty through
Carlsbad.
bad roads and from other causes as a
Gims
result of which they were, obliged to I
A WOMAN'S BACK.
Everett, Baumeister, Kimball, Harvard,
withdraw the lervice for a time.
are now engaged In the conHie Aches and Pains Will Disappear They
mUes of new
struction of thlrty-on- s
Schaeffer, Straube.
VARSITYGIRLS TONIGHT
If the Advice of This Albuquerque
road on the completion of which the
Citizen Is Followed.
go
changed
by
be
route
to.
the
A woman's back has many aches way will
Interior Piano Players. Kimball, Marshall, Wendell,
of Frost. A new stop will then
and pains.
all Other Gaines on tlie Tapes The Caat
San
Pedro.
be
When
included
Sheet Music
Most times 'tis the kidney's fault.
is completed and smooth running asEdison Talking Machines
ul no AVI11 be tlie Scene of
Victor Talking Machines
Backache is really kidney ache;
a
application
will be made for
Call and Hear our New Records.
Uie Conflict.
Kidney Pills sured
That's why Doan'
Albuquerque
mall
between
contract
Open Evenings
ptano Tung
CUrs it.
the. valley towns. - Wm. Sangulnette. living at 41S N. and
All Is In readiness for ths game
new
not
tried
Those
who
the
have
tonight, the second of a series beSixth St., Albuquerque, N. M., says: line will find a ride through the
"My wife suffered a great deal with
teams of
canyon and through the rapid- tween the girls' basket ballVegas
pains in her back, which became se- ly growing
Normal school at Las
and
valley settle, the University
Estancla
of
vere when necessity required even a rnent not only
New
the
Mexico
at the
hut In- Casino In Old Albuquerque.
slight strain on the muscles of ths structive as well. exhilarating
'
back. If she would sweep sht comTha Normal quintet accompanied
Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
by a number of rooters arrived in
plained of her back aching. Soma
SATTKDAY'S SPECIAL KALE.
Albuquerque
The 0
three years ago she was advised to
this afternoon.
H. H. Ssmucb, Prop.
9
game promises to be fast and closely
use Doan's Kidney Pills and procured
11c contested, as victory for either team 1
a box. They afforded her quick and Pettijohns Breakfast Food
115 West Central Ave.
2 Free Lunch Day and Night
6c means a whole lot toward the terrigenuine relief and from that time on Scouring soap
10c torial Intercollegiate championship.
she has appealed to them as occasion t pieces of tar soap
26c
might require and always obtained S
cans of tomatoes
The first game at Las Vegas
Sc Thanksgiving night resulted In a vicmost satisfactory results.
We ar Macaroni per pkg
6c tory for the Normal girls and the
convinced that there is nothing mors Oorn starch
6c varsity five has been practicing dally
effective for disordered kidneys than 2 ds fresh Kansas eggs
OK. C. H. CONN
20c under the direction of Coach Heald
Doan's Kidney Pills."
Portum Cereal
loo
per
pkg
by
Sago,
For sale
all dealers. Pries COc
for the contest tonight.
pmyoician and1
oormomATHio
Foster-Mllbur- n
25c
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.. S pkgs of mince mai
The varsity girls' team will play
mumamoN
16e the girls' team of the Indian school
sore agents for the United States.
Eagle milk, per can
6c Dec. 27 at ths Casino.
Following
Remember ths name Doan's and Native apples, per lb
GROCERY COMPANY
We are showing on 'of Hh best ths girls' game ths boys teams from All Cwrsss
take no other.
18.
Trtmttd.
Ossssss
o
assortments of holiday goods to be the University and Indian school will
Comiultat-om- .
Ha
CMmrf
for
4
W. TUe'ras Phone Hi
Bring us your jot
meet. The varsity girls' and Agrior. Prices found in town. MAWS.. . , .,
Mstteuccl Bits.. Props. .
the very lowest and tha work will
H. T. Army BttUlng
THE
cultural girls' team will meet In Las
9
'
0MS7 OMOm
w.4s)fl)sr 0
Wm. klKKE, IToprlvtor. '
Cruces January 17,
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This Is What Edison Company Southern Philosopher and
President Talk Things Over
. Agrees to Pay New York
for Delays of Alarms.
In Atost Cordial Manner.
New York. Dep. 13. A penalty of
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1J. The
soo a minute the
heaviest ever president i an Ideal host, easy and
propowd by the city Is Imposed In cordial in his maner.
puts at
cnntrspt signed here with the New ease. Immediately, even He
so shy and
Edii'on company. The com awkward a man as myself. He talks
iorx
pany must pay this If It fall within well and he listens well. He knows
three minutes after & fire alarm Is mucn and Is willing to learn
more.
Riven to furnish adequate power to He enjoys your own humor. If vnu
operate the city's new
happen to have any and It pleases
high-pressu- re

1
Ml

'

tii";

UUUUII
nil mm rTM.inin iwwhI

NOW TIIK AI.RUQrKRQCR CITIZKN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARK, IS NKITHKIl HE KK NOR THKRK. SOME
OF THEM RI'.N AIONG TIIK MNKS OF HUSINKNS
RI II.DINO AND TRADE GKTTINO. THESE IDEAS WILL
HE SOLD. LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PIRLIC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.

You want a remedy that will not
only give quick relief but effect a
permanent euro.
You want a remedy that will relieve tho lungs and keep expectoration easy.
You want a remedy that will counteract any tendency toward pneu-

THEY KEEP
-

A YOVNO FELIXW AROFND TIIK OFFICE,
MIM EVERY WEEK. TO DO NOTHING RUT
AFTER TIIK ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE LIKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOMK ONE COME
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND H3O.0Q
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE TIIK WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS, AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK REST. I HAVE OTHER MATTERS TO
CARE FOR. AND YOU PROBARLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
IT T1LVN I, ANYWAY."
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT. WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING. FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH fyniElt CHANNKKS, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY T1LAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT 1LS RUN. 1HS N KITED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT, IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK. AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEV
RESUITS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAN IV THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
S
THE FINEST OF TIIK WHEAT, THE
GLEAV
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING. IN CONVERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
TEN DOLLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
DOLLARS. BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING T1LAN MR. DUKE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS FORESIGHT, SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELLl IF THERE IS,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OLD SAW,
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

LOOK
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berlain's Cough Remedy.
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Are You Sure Your Kidneys are Well? of person and property by the lord. Marshall was, yet Judge Story delivMany rheumatic attacks are due to The lord wanted similar protection ered an opinion of the United States
supreme court ln 1819 in which he
acid from the blood. Its presence there against the king.
The fourteen
held that a note issued by the gov- shows the kidneys are inactive. Don't amendment was simply meant
to
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with him the financial situation, mv hundreds of millionsinterest
ROAD BED is Essential
the coffers
Remember the name Doan s and Ideas on which I outlined In a slimed of these pet banks. into
Yet they have
19.
take no other.
statement in The World a few davs the infinite cheek to talk
floodabout
asro."
ing the country with irredeemable
STYLISH SUIT.
paper!"
Iccturctl the President.
said Mr. Watson, in reply to
i"!1', ln aJ(lltln to what I have a "So,"
said, Mr. Watson continued.
"I can't tell you what
"I told thequestion.
the president this:
president said. That wouldn't b
"So far as paper currency Is con- right. But I think he was Interested.
cerned it is a question of whether Anyhow, it looked like that to me."
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cred.t for the benettt of all the peo-- p A Mctlidrlst Minister Recommends
e or whether six thousand
('liuiiilx'rlulu'H )uuith Itemed v.
Carriage rides securely
al bankers shall be allowed nationWe
have
used
Chamberlain's
to
it for their own exclusive piolit. use Cough Remedy ln our home for seven
and smoothly day by day
"National bank currency Is bas"d years, and It has always proved to
upon government bonds, and
be a reliable
remedy.
We have
and year by year.
the
wealth of the nation. Whoever buys found that It 'would do more than
the bonda becomes a national credi- the manufacturers claim for it. It
tor, and when the bondholder Is al- ls esp?claly good for croup and
No Spreading of Rails
ow ed to Issue one hundred
cough.
dollars whooping Rev.
In notea against every one hundred
James A. Lewis.
No Hot Boxes
dollars of the bonds he is uxing the Pa'tor Mllaoa. Minn.. M. C. Church.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is
nation's credit to support his own
No Flat Wheels
notes.
The bonds are untaxed and sold by all druggists.
the notes pay no tax. for.
while the
and
Kovernment collects a nominal one-haof one per cent tax, It is well
No
Failure of Signals
understood that the proceeds of this
lax do not rover the actuul rxpenses
of maintaining the currency bureau
safekeeping the bonds, engraving; the
ii"te und supervising the operations
of the banks.
Prolit Roth Ways.
"Oonseiiuently the national banker
enjoys, at the public expense, the
following advantage:
The llOo invested In bonds bear
him Interest, and this interest Is paid
Relieves Colds by working them out
In advance.
wins semi-annuallthe
Thus he has principal
and Interest working for him at the of the system through a copious and
same time. Resides, the 1U0 issued healthy action of the bowels.
Speed
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to him ln notes brings him comRelieves coughs by cleansing the
pound interest at the hlghe.it legal
The National Business
rate, if not more. Suppose he gets mucous membranes of the throat, chest
S
per cent; then he earns
Show.
80 on
each 11,800 of the notes, which have and bronchial tubes.
cost him nothing. When the governMAs pleasant to the taste
ment anticipates the Interest the naUnderwood Typewriter
A si uniting costume of heavy sutt-i- n tional banker has
ai Maple Sugar"
( to put at comhas a short pleated sktrt and pound interest to every dollar actuCompany
is ally Invested.
coat. The
by the ue of the fabr"When It Ls remembered that he
1722 Wtlton Street
ic1 running in several directions. The pays no tax whatever, and that his
Ftf BACKACHE WEAK K1DIET3 Trf
dominating colors of the plaid are Investment ln the bonds la Insured
tai Sail Lota Denver, Colorado
given and brown with deep brown by the government against all chance fetltri KMmj toi BUd4w PUls-S- un
to realize what
velvet trimming the collar and cuffs. and change. It Is ea--J. IL O'RLEIXY
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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Capitol oad surplus. $100,000
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Come and look at our stock of
holiday goods.
Hundreds of useful
articles suitable for presents; lots of
dolls and toys.
ISo to S3.50
Itolla

INTEREST

15o to S6.50
5o to
.63
Wagons
15o to $3.23
123 NORTH SECOND ST.

Toy4
Cupn

new Mexico

ALBUQUERQUK

Cash Buyers' Union

and saucers

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

CASH BUYERS' UNION
122 North

Saeond

'.WHEN YOU WANT

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME

MONEY

INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD-IL13 TO 20 PER CENT.
WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OP SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
TILYN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT Ar
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drue Stow.

CAREFULLY LOOKED "AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
;

ALBUQUERQUE

Thornton,
The Cleaner
Located

at

BUILDERS'

121 North

Third
The only real steam
street.
cleaning; plant ln the southwest.
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything- - that
ls cleanable.
In cleaning, pressing- and repairing-- clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask Ir a
trial. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
sold.
Goods called for and delivered on short notice.

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Sherw
Paint None
ter. Building Paper, PUkut, Lime, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors,
Etc.. Etc.

J.

C. BALDRIDCE

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

OOOttO0XOOaOOOO

Bet-

Etc.

423 South First

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad AventM

PHONE-4- 60

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
1

8AM fLe AND

CLUB ROOM

O0ttOOOOO0l

FIR&T NATIONAL BANK
OF

O

Albuquerque, New Mexico
United States Depository

y,

It

REPAIRS

Santa Claus at the

Underwood

Children Like

AND

Green Front
105 North First Street

The

Kennedy's
I The Underwood
Laxative
Standard
Cough Syrup
Typewriter

STORE

SHOE

""bts

lf

TIME TO READ

HAYE

P. MATTEUCCI

os

$346.-681,0-

PEOPLE
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i
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MAKK A RFS1NF.K.S OF PORTING
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SPYING INTO TIIK WAVS THEY ARE
HORN. HAY THAT AFTF.K YOU PASS TIIK AfJK OF
AIMU'T TYVKNTV. YOl It
IAYS ARK KTERXALLT
OVKR.
IF YOU ARK STHIi ON TIIK TKNIKR SIIE OF
THIS AGK AND ARK WISEYOU MAY WISH TO
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BORN-A- N

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907
RESOURCES

m.

$1,746.
Loans and Discounts
Bonda, Securities and Real Estate..
1,23.7S
(308.000.00
U. 8. Bonds
Exchange
465.1S4.40
SS4.SS1.51
Cash ln Vault

Cash "Resources
Total

LIABILITIES
Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

S

252.653.02
200,000.00
2,663.037.60

l,HT,4l.l
J1.005.6D0.61

Totals .
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SAVE THIS. AND WAIT UNTIL

afarday, December 14, at 9 O'clock a.'m
AND COM.E TO

$18,000
worth of High grade merchandise to be distributed into
the homes of the people at less than cost of the raw

JUST THINK OF THIS

D

rS

material,

The Phillips Salvage Company
for the Famous, 216 South Second Street, beginning
Saturday, December 14, 1907.

NOTICE!
Owing to the fact that the Famous will continne to do
business in Albuquerque, and that we will exchange
any article for you or give you your money back, you
may rest assured of courteous treatment When everything in our store is a bargain we can only quote a comparatively few articles, as it would take 00 sheets like
South
this to price each item of the Famous, 2 6
Second Street.

SALVAOE CO. $ 8,000 STOCK
1

OF

Who are going to close out entire stock for Famous $18,000
worth of Clothing, in fact everything in the line of Clothing
and Gent's Furnishings has been placed in the hands of the
PHILLIPS SALVAGE CO., of Chicago, with instructions

To Sell the Entire Stock in

1

15

Days

1

Men's and Boy's Pants Dept.
$1.50 Men's Good Working

Pants

..98c

.

$2.25 Men's Good Working

Pants

.

$1.48

.

$3.50 Men's Fine Pants for

$2.35

Sunday
$4.00 Men's Fine Pants, for

Sunday

$2.78

; . . ..

Men's Fine Pants, positively
wordi $5 and $6

$3.48

Boys' Long Pants, worth $2.50,
this sale

$1.24

In order to effect this in such a short space of time everything
throughout this mammoth store will be sold at such low prices
as were never known in this section of the country. The sale
stock of clothing and gent's furnishings
of this fine,
begins Saturday, December 14, at 9 o'clock a. m., and positively closes Tuesday, December 31. This mammoth store is
now closed and will remain closed until Saturday, December
14, to remark and rearrange the entire store, and no one will
be allowed in the building until Saturday, December 14, the
day the Famous fine stock of clothing sale begins.
up-to-da- te

Men's Worsteds and all' Wood Chevoits, all
wool,

worth $10

$4.98
$5.48

Silk Lined Suits in plain checks and stripes; this
suit is positively worth $12.50; this

$7.85

sale

Men's Worsted and all wool Cheviots, worth
$9.88
.
$11, this sale
Men's Dress Suits in Beavers, Worsteds, Srtipcs and
Fancy Mixtures, equal to any $15 suit QQ JQ
shown elsewhere, this sale for
vUitu
from
worth
$20,
At $9.98 you are free to choose a suit
20 lots, as fancy mad and elegantly finished a suit
as the most fastidious dresser could desire, of fine
home and foreign suitings and in a great variety of
effects, tailored into garments of faultless QQ QQ
fashion, Kerseys, Meltons and Whipcord. l)UiU0
Men's Extra Fine Dress Suits in the latest styles and
shades, heavy silk and satin

$10.85

lined

Men's Suits at $11.98, $12.48, $13.85 and $14.98.
These represent the product of the world's most
skillful tailors. They equal, and are guaranteed
garments in
to excell, and $20 or $30 tailor-mad- e
the world, or we will cheerfully refund your money.
This sale

$11.98, $12.48, $13.85, $14.98
To accommodate those who can not attend this
sale during the daytime our store will lo open until
S :;10

everv evening.

MEN'S OVERCOAT, DEPARTMENT
A Whirlwind of Bargains in Men's Boys'

Every garment bearing the label of the above firm is
guaranteed against imperfections of any kind, and the dealerwhose name
is imprinted on this garment is authorized to give a new garment, if the
wearing qualities are not entirely satisfactory.
OUR GUARANTEE

OVERCOATS
You can save at least
the Price you would
have to pay the regular dealer.
Splendid Overcoats in Medium, Heavy or
Light Weight,
Tvo-Third- s

$4.98 to $6.98
This overcoat is of the finest material nd positively worth $10.00. We will allow you to take this
coat home and keep it five days, and if you do not
think it worth $10.00, or no matter what the cause
may be, you may return the same, and we hereby bind
ourselves to refund the same.
Men's $12.00 Overcoats
,
7.48

"

A Word
THE

14.00
15.00
16.50
18.00
20.00

,

"

S.78

.4S

114.48

12048
14,-4'-

Top Coats and Cravenettes

to the Public!

FAMOUS CLOTHING STORE has come to establish at Albuquerque and needs an
merchanto the people of Albuquerque and vicinity. We will sell only reliable,
up-to-d-

dise, and we will never misrepresent anything. We are sure to win the confidence of everyone. But
owing to the fact that our stock has come in late and our new spring stock is on the way, we must raise
enough money to pay our bills. We have therefore placed our entire stock in the hands of the C. PHILLIPS SALVAGE COMPANY, to sell for us for cash only. The C. Phillips Salvage Company has
placed the entire stock on sale for fifteen days, to be distributed into the homes of the people of Albuquerque
and vicinity, at prices, in many instances, far less than the actual cost of the raw material, to be sold for cash
only, in order to raise enough money to pay our winter bills.

This will be one of the Greatest Clothing Sales Ever
Held in this part of the country.
miss this great money saving opportunity is a positive loss of money to you as we intend to pour out bargains to the buying public as never before attempted by man. The whole store will be ablaze with bargains.
The town will be in an uproar over the great cut slash prices we are making.

$16.95
$12.65
...$9.64

.

Men's $20.00 Cravenettes
Kain Coats
Men's $15.00 Cravenotte
Rain Coats

BOYS' SUIT DEPARTMENT

-

Read the Profitless Quotations

.

and Children's

Men's $25.00 Cravenettes,
Kain Coats

Makers of High Grade Clothing

To

NOTICE.

You should avail yourself of this opportunity to
buy sufficient to last several years. You may never
have such a chance again. Come and see the great
assortment of the best to be had. Take money fr6m the bank, your Btockings, or
your wife's stocking and come here and double your
capital on every purchase
C. PHILLIPS.

Schloss Bros. & Company

Men's Suit Department
Men's Splendid Suits, Cassimeres, positively
worth $3

Clothing, Gent's Furnishings, etc., to be sold at
Such Low Prices

$0.00
$7.00
$8.00
$9.00

OUR STOCK INCLUDES BOYS'
ALL SIZES LONG PANTS SUITS.
Sui's at
'.
,
Suits at
Suits at
, ,
Suits at

$3.08

438
4 08

5)8

MEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT
Men's Heavy Rockford Socks
Men's Black and Brown Half Hose
Men's Fancy Half Hose-50c Working Shirts . . e. . . ,
15c Linen Collars
00c Men's Working Shirts
Men's 75c Dress Shirts
Mens $1.25 Dress Shirts
Men's COc Fleeced Underwear
Red and Blue Handkerchiefs . .
10c White Handkerchiefs
Men's 50c Ties
Men's 50c Glaves
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's
Men's

..4

!"..8

9

.'.".'29

5

;

.39

"49
,V8f
!!39

,

,
'.

.3
!!!!f
!.39

HAT DEPARTMENT
Hats, all Btjles
Fine Hats
$2.50 Hats
$3.00 Hats
$4.00 Hats

98

. .i

15 Sales People

.'.'
,

SI 48

173
129
1.98

Wanted at Once

LOOK FCR THE NAME
OVER THE DOOR

Albuquerque's Greatest Clothing Sale Begins at the Famous Saturday, December
REMEMBER THE DATE
Look for the Big Black and White Sign

2

1

6'1

14,

at 9 a. m.

South Second Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico

cc

FAGK

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

KTGTTT.

MERWAYSOOR
HOST CRYING
WANT
United States Well Supplied
With Natural Courses-DevelopNeeded.
ment

Washington. D. C
Pec. IS. If
there Is anything In. talk, the American people are In earnest about perfecting a system of Inland ' waterways and harbors in this country.
Representatives of every state and
city In the union will meet in Washington this r.cek to urge upon, congress not only the Importance, but
the actual necessity of getting down
to a thorough and comprehensive
scheme of Improving the waterway
of the United States. The National
River and Harbor Congress plays no
favorites and backs no particular
movement. To it the great Mississippi river scheme heralded
under
the striking slogan, "Fourteen feet
through the valley," looks the same
as deepening Mochodoc Creek In Virginia, lis constitution
prohibits it
from looking with favor on one proposition and with disfavor on another.
It seeks only the general Improvement of the waterways of the country.
Much Work Ahead.
'Prophets of hope see tne day when
ships will load at Chicago and carry
their cargoes directly Into the Innermost ports of Central Asia, and into
' the very heart of Europe.
They see
the time when American war vessels
will ascend the Mississippi and maneuver around Chicago as freely as
they now go to New York. They are
looking forward to the day when
ships may get their cargoes at Chicago, call at New York after passing
through the Erie canal and the Hudson and unload at Liverpool. In their
virions they see Toledo connected
with Cincinnati by a deep waterway,
and regard the project of cutting the
canal from Pittsburg to Lake Erie as
all but ready for fulfillment. And to
them there Is a possibility, if .not a
probability, that some day there will
be an
canal from New
York to Puget Sound. Most of this
seems like dreaming, but except for
the latter undertaking they have all
had the approval of congress in that
It has voted appropriations for making surveys to establish the feasibility of the projects. And It Is probable that long before the last of the
living generation passes away all of
these hopes will be realized.
18,000 Miles of Opportunity.
The United States has the finest
system of natural waterways on earth
It has 18,000 miles of navigable inland waterways, with the great ocean
highways on every side but one. This
means 18,000 miles of opportunity to
promote
cheaj and advantageous
communication between the various
sections of the country. Already these
waterways, with only 1500,000.000
spent on their Improvement,
carry
more freight than the 80.000 miles
of perfected canals ' of continental
Europe, which cost ten times as
much. No less an authority
than
James J. Hill asserts that the business of the country has increased 110
per cent in a single -- ecade, while the
traffic facilities for handling It have
Increased only 10 per cent. Though
statistics show that the cost of water
transportation
Is only one-sixof
the cost of railroad movement, the
country has almost lost, tight of its
waters in the building of' Its railroads
Mr. Hill estimates that it would take
76,000 miles of new railroad to meet
the traffic condition today, costing
over 15,000,000,000.
Waterways Always Favored.
statesmen of the past
were prompt to realize the importance of internal water communication. Washington, himself, was the
father of the idea of the canal from
the Potomac to the Ohio. He also
secured the charter for and was the
nrt president of what afterward became the Erie canal. England was
opposed to waterway Improvement
In the colonies, in that It would tend
to cement them together against the
mother country. Madison urged a
chanel for light draft war vessels
from the Gulf of Mexico to Lake
Michigan, thus being the father of
the "fourteen feet through the val-lsidea. Calhoun planned a canal
between Pittsburg and Lake
Erie,
along the Identical route now being
proposed for such a canal. Henry
Clay was not much of a canal advocate. When they were planning to
'build the Boo canal he used all the
force of his eloquence against
It.
saying that it would be squandering
the public money on chimeras beyond the domain of civilization or
the moon. Today that canal carries
a freight the weight of which Is more
than double that of all our vat export trade. It does the work of fifteen railroads at the coBt of one. The
railroad rates on the freight that
pasres through the Soo canal would
amount to $156,000,000 more than
the water rates are.
Great Saving In CMt.
The saving of cost by water transportation Is little short of wonderful.
With the Ohio River improvements
far from completed the rate on coal
from Pittsburg to Louisville by water
h
Is only
as much as the rail
rate. From Louisville to New Or
as much.
leans it is only
A single powerful steamer, like the
prague, will now tow 60,01)0 tons
or freight rrom Pittsburg to New
Orleans in fifteen days.
It would
take 100 railroad trains to carry the
same coal.
This load would be
enough to furnish a cargo for three
big coal carrying steamer.
eilow lrutrroiM Ma.lo m I'ar.
There ar now project for the improvements of watedways in ttia
United States, the total coat of which
will be half a billion dollars. All of
these have been approved by the
board of engineers, and the surveys
tor them have been made by Congressional authorisation.
Hut the
mills of waterway Improvement, like
those of the gods, grind slowly. The
improvement of the Harlem River,
nunder the very shadow of Wall
street, was undertaken In
tne
total cost of which was to be loos
than 13 000. 000. The project Is now
just about half done. In 1675 11 was
decided to give the Ohio a lack
water navigable deptn of six feet. In
all these Intervening years the work
has gone on, and finully it was destage Instead
cided to give a nine-foof six tout. At the rate the work
has progressed from the inception of
the project it will be a hundred years
before it will be completed, illow
ever, they have been making better
progress in the last few yearn, and
if the work is continued at the same
.

th

Far-seei-

rat of progress, the Ohio will have
nine-fonavigable
depth My
years hence. The total cost of the
work Is eslfmntcl at $03,000,000.
Crying- XrtM for Waterways.
But the country seems to be awakening .to the nectv wltle of the hour,
and under the stimulus of the Ulver
and Harbor Congress there may be a
hnstening of the date of completing
Last
the more important projects.
year's Ulver and Harbor bill was the
largest In the history of the country.
Philadelphia Is urging a tweniy-sev-e- n
foot channel across New Jersey to
New York. Boston wants one from
New York to Boston. Baltimore is
asking for one from there to 1'hlla
delphla, and Pittsburg is figuring on
one to Luke Erie and another to Ilal
one to
Cincinnati want
tlmore.
Toledo, and Chicago Is bound to get
In touch with deep water via her
drainage cannl and the Illinois and
Mississippi Rivers.
Some of these
days Dululh and Minneapolis will get
the canal they are seeking. At the
same time there are vhsi demands
for an Inland waterway for the coast
wise commerce from Boston to Gal
veston. There are only a few links to
'upply, and It takes no prophet to
see that the d.iy win come wnen
they will be supplied. It hag been
figured that It will take only
canal
to build a fifteen-fofrom Duluth to New York, utilizing
thp enlarge
Erie Cnnal In the plan.
When the last of the civil war pensioners dies, the pensions that are
now paid to them, over a hundred
million dollars a year, will he suf
ficient in fifteen years to build every
mentioned, and leave
canAl herein
enough .surplus to extend the channel
of the Red River of the North to
Hudson Bay. ami to establish profitable navigation into the very heart
of Montana. Even now there may
be some Washington riding horse
back over the Great Divide figuring
on the construction of the great
canal of the future. The
1,500 feet to be ascended In 150 miles
from Fort Benton presents no greater engineering difficulty than the
l'ftlng of the Erie Canal 200 feet In
five miles, or
the raising or tne
Blackwater Canal to a point 1,100
feet above the Hudson.
Will llolp Kast ami Weft Alike.
Well might the Eastern cities be
ftitving to establish water connection with the Mississippi Valley. The
great agricultural region Is tributary
to the Mississippi, and wltl. the
of the Panama C'ai.il New
Orleans and Galve.'ton will be nearer
to more of the future markets of the
world than any of the Atlantic seaboard cities. If cheap water
Is established
with New
Orleans from all Interior points, and
none Is established to the Atlantic
seaboard, there will be such a wonderful diversion of traffic as would
cities shorn of
leave the eastern
their foreign commerce, to which
they owe their supremacy. Already,
and without such facilities. Galveston
claims second place aj the export
center of the United States.
The Mississippi and its tributaries
drain the richest and most extensive
farming region In the world, amountthe total area of the
ing to one-haUnited States. It Is as large as all
Europe and Great Britain, except
Napoleon said that the-ntion which controlled the Mississippi
would become the mightiest nation
on earth. America has fulfilled the
prediction.
When the time comes
that the products of our factories
are doubled, the crops of our farms
Increased by hair, and we have to
bring raw materials from the ends
of the earth because our own sup- nlles have been exhausted, nothing
will suffice but deep inland waterways. Jt Is that period which the
River and Harbor Congress sees
ahead of us, and for which It is begging the government to provide In
due time.
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A Hard Debt to Pay.
owe a debt of gratitude

that

can never be paid off." writes O. S.
Clark, of Westflela, Iowa, for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
Imminent, when I commenced taking New Discovery.
The ominous
dry, hacking cough quit before the
first bottle used, and two more bottles made a complete cure." Nothing has ever equaled New Discovery
for coughs, colds and all throat and
lung complaints.
uuaranteeu Dy
all druggUts, 60c and $1.00. Trial
hottes free.

Fresh meats and poultry dally al
Champion Grocery Co.
Take some reitatile and safe dl- like KODOL for Dyspepsia.
KODOL Is the best remedy known
today for heart burn, belching and
all troubles arising from a disordered
digestion. It is pleasant to take
Sold
and afford' relief promptly.
by J. H. O'Rielly.
get-tan- t

SEND MONEY
AWAY
More Will Go to Europe This

Christmas Than Ever
Before.
New York, Dec. 13. While
the
rich men of the country are being
pinched by the present financial
stringency, and are sacrificing
ready
to
securities
obtain
money, ligures seem to Indicate clearly that the poorer classes have not
Particularly
suffered accordingly.
do the Christmas ligures bear out the
fact that it is a "rich man's panic."
wore than lj.iioo.OUO was sent by
foreign-bor- n
persona in New
York
City during the last month, to their
Kindred abroad, and the Christmas
rush at the New
York postotllcs
money order windows la Just beginning.
During the month of November
Ihe amount of the foreign money
orders, certified to at the general
poalolllee in this city alone, amount
ed to $6,531,1(27.00, against 35,490,- lii.ib lor the month of November
lost year. This vast rortune is now
enriching the peasantry of nearly
every lund under the sun, and scat
everytering Christmas
presents
where.
Extra facilities will be put In at
the money order department to accommodate the throngs of foreign
ers who are dally clamoring for the
strips of paper which carry gladness
and comfort from America to the
poor of their families left at home.
Superintendent Ellott, who for thirty years has been In charge of the
money order branch
of the New
York postoflice, said yesterday:
We are Just beginning our rush
season In this business, but the figures for the transactions of the last
few days show incontestably these
two Important facts:
No Sign of Hard Times).
"First, that the great exodus of
aliens back to their native
lands
which has taxed the steamship lines
recently does not mean, at all, that
are
the foreigners In this country
leaving because of any panic or hard
times.
"Second, that Immigration Into this
country next spring wil be greater
than ever, since much of this money
sent away is for the purpose of
bringing over members of families
who were too poor to come when
the senders of the money orders
came."
Supt. Elliott is In a better posi
tion than any other officer of the
United Sates government to make a
study of the conditions now prevail
popu
ing among the foreign-bor- n
lation of New York City. For three
decades he has seen them throng
about the money order window Just
chattering like
before Christmas,
magpies, clamoring In twenty differ
ent languages for the privilege of
sending money home. The average
sums of these remittances
is
Mr.
Elliott's guide to a correct view of
the situation among them, and he
says that the sums this year are larger than ever before.
They range
from $1 to $1,000, but the average
Is between $10 and $15.
In past
years the average has been Bmaller.
The Italians send more money
home for Christmas than any other
class of New York' foreigners, and
their money orders are individually
for larger sums than those of any
of the others.
"Why, you would scarcely believe
It," said Mr. Elliott to a World re
porter yesterday, "but I saw only
yesterday a large flock of these Ital
ians in the olilce, each of them sending home a money order for $500 or
$800, and several
of them $700.
When we bear In mind that these
money orders do not pass In the reg
ular channel of trade that is, they
do not go to pay for merchanlso Imported here, but to support kindred
In their home countries, or else to
be put in savings banks on the oth
er side of the water, we can form
a pretty definite idea of the prosper
ity of the foreigners on Manhattan
shores.
Rush Vet to Come.
"And, be it understood, the rush
gilt-edg-

won't be at !: highest notch until
about a week from now. Dec. 14 and
Is are usually our biggest days, and
mis year the money order will be
kept flying well nigh until Christmas
Eve, for the foreigners here have an
niea now trial tne Lusitania and the
Mauretanla can get their Christmas
gifts over the water In time, even it
tliey delay the sending up to wlth- Ing a few day of Christmas.
Tne public generally ha formed
an idea thut, because nalt a million
foreigners have gone back home
from America during the last year.
there must be hard limes among
l hern,
discouragement,
idleness and
all that sort of thing. Not at all,
They have gone to bring back their
families.
It should te considered
that immigration figures at Ellis Is
land show that this has been a rec
ord year In the numbers who have
come here. The exodus Is only
about in proportion to other years.
considering how many have come
into the country.
"Of course during
the winter
months there Is less excavation worn
in progress because of the snow and
the condition of the earth, and many
of the foreigner who engage In this
sort of work find
a goo a
time to go back home and stay until
They then
the spring is at hand.
come back, and with them come
wife, children, father, mother, cousins and aunts.
"Money order figures are the best
evidence, and this year they show
more than ordinarily that the foreigner In New York are prosperous."
Where tlie Money Goes.
For the last week of November
this year $234,721.61 went to Great
In money orders from the
Britain
General postoflice in New York City,
averaging about $5 each. Mr. Ellott
thinks that this money is nearly all
In the nature of Christmas presents
from chambermaids, coachmen and
servants generally who-cato New
York from Great Britain. Last yeur
the amount for the last week of November was only $200,000.
Italy led all foreign countries for
the week ending Nov. 30. as usual,
the total this year being $6011,962.71.
agaLnst $471,837.67
for the same
week In 1906.
to Hungary
More money went
that week than to Germany, the
money orders showing $155,770.31 to
Hungary
and only $72,100.68 to
Germany.
Other figures for the last week of
November, this year and last, are
as follows: To Austria (1907),
(1906) $171,701.29; to France
(1907), $25,627.72; (1906). $22,389.-4to Germany (1907), $72,100.68;
to Switzerland
(1906) , $70,122.99;
(1907) , $13,869.94; (1906), 313,244.-4mid-wint-

er

$188,-636.8-

8;

9;

5.

The peasantry of Sweden were enriched this year by $121,486.65,
which went out of the New York
postoflice during the week ending
Nov. 30, and is a decided Increase
over the turn sent by Swede In this
country to their homefolka last year
for the corresponding week.

WRITES WITTY NOTE

.

SUICIDES

THEN

1a. Junta. Colo., Dec. 13. After he
had apparently destroyed all letters
and papers and even torn the band
from his hat in an effort to conceal
his identity, Laurence J. Jenkins, a
stranger who had been living in a
tent near Swtnk, Monday blew out
his brains with an old musket which
he had purchased for a few cents at
a second hand store.
He died before persons, cttracted by the shot,
could reach him.
The following note was found lying
on the couch beside his body:
"Well, boys, put me away some old
way. I have $6 and a watch and a
tent. The watch should buy me a
box. Let the marshal know about my
death. You need not try to find my
name."
In a vest, found In the bottom of
his suitcase, were several
letters
which the man had overlooked and
They
which revealed his Identity.
also showed him to have been a mem
ber of No. 233, Knights of Pythias.
The authorities are investigating In
an effort to locate the man's relatives.
He was about 30 years of age and
was In the last stages of consumption. Sickness Is believed to have
been the motive for hU act.

Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people without
a penny's cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dea-

ler.

SCENE IN "WAY DOWN EAST'

miDAT, DECEMBER

GROWTH

01 THE

GREAT SOUTH

WEST
The

In the northwestern corner of the
vast territory of the Mexican republic, Amerlcun energy and capital are
pushing forward great enterprises.
years the .Mexican
For twenty-liv- e
central railway on the east and the
300
Sonora railway on the west,
miles apart, have furnished access to
the outskirts of this vast wild region,
but new road now are pushing into and over
and
the mountain
along the valleys.
In 1898 the Sonora railway, to
gether with the New Mexican &
Arizona, was leased by the Santa Fe
company,
to the Southern Pacific
which thus obtained
a
reaching
branch
down from Its main
line In Arizona to the (idlf of California in Mexico.
In 1903 the Southern Pacific ac
quired the Cananea, Yaqul Klver &
Pacific, which had built forty-fomile of road frum the Arizona bor
der at Naco to the Cananea copper
mines ana possessed large power
for extensions.
Under tne name of the "H&rrlman
Line" the Southern Pacific ha commenced the construction of a great
line from Ouaymas southward to
Guadalajara, 750 miles, and haa also
undertaken an extension from this
line northward starting from Corral,
sixty-fomiles east of Ouaymas up
the Yaqul river to the two fork of
that stream, one of which a branch
will follow to reach an arm of the Kl
Paso & Southwestern
at Nacoeari,
and along the other a parallel
branch will run to the Arizona border. These lines, which will open
a now Inaccessible country abounding in mineral wealth. will cover
something like 400 miles.
A branch to Topolobampo on the
coast also Is projected. The line to
ward Guadalajara already is built
from Guaymae to Navajoa. 118 miles
with a branch from Corral north to
miles.
Buena Vista, twenty-si- x
The Sierra Madre & Pacific has
been organized to absorb and extend
the Rio Grande. Sierra Madre 'at
Pacific under concessions from the
Mexican government covering nine
lines, as follows: Nueva Casae Grandee to Nallurachlc, Chlluahue, 140
miles; Nallurachlc to point at or
near Santo Tomas, on the Chihuahua
At
twenty
Pacific railway, about.
miles;
Nallurachlc to Temosachlc,
ten miles; Temosachlc to Derdick
(thirty-tw- o
miles), built; Derlck to
a point at or near Guzman, at or near
Temocachic to Maicoba; Matcoba to
Agiabanvpo, and Maicoba to Ouay
mas.
The projectors propose to reach
the Pacific at two ports, Guaymas
and Aglabampo. The distance from
Casaa Grandes to Agiaibampo appears
to be about 400 miles, and the length
of the branch
from that line to
Guaymas about 250 miles.
Altogether, the length of new road
proposed. Including the line north
from Temocachic to the Arizona border perhaps 150 miles, and the
branch from the old road at Lake
Guzman' went along the Arizona border, seem to be over 1,000 miles.
FromEl Oro on the Rio Grande,
opposite Presidio del Norte, Tex., to
Topolobampo, on the gulf, the distance by the route of the Kansas
City, Mexico & Orient railway Is 627
mile, of which 122 miles are covered by the tracks of the Chihuahua
& Pacific.
Of the remaining 505 miles unby the Orient company
dertaken
there are completed eighty-seve- nsixty-fomile from Minaca, aouth and
from Tupolobanpo north, leaving two gaps of eighty-tw- o
and 205
miles to be filled, the latter Includrange.
ing serious work over the
From the portion of the El Paso
tk Southwestern which extends from
El PaBO to Benson, Ariz., a branch
has been built, chartered In Mexico
a the Nacozarl railroad; from Douglas south to Nacozarl seventy- - seven
copper
Important
miles, reachingmines. . The extemdon by the SouthYaqul
ern Pacific of its Cananea,
River & Pacific branch north to Nacozarl will complete another route
from El Paso to the gulf, and doubt-lea- s
will be followed by other developments In that Interesting region.
350-mi-
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many localities Is onions and the
following by Prof. Fabian
Garcia,
should beearefully considered:
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THIS EVENING AND

'

TOMORROW NIGHT

"Way Down East" has so often
demonstrated the. truth of "The play
th tt never grows old." that anything
new upon the subject la difticuR to
evergreen
be thought out, yet the
freshn&s
of this rural classic is the
moral of manager and public alike.

lif er season It revisits the
cities of ih. (Mrtererit sections of the
ft untry to be greeted by welcome
and crowded houses, as It was In
the first days of It's great succei-s- .
In no field of endeavor is there a
more universal demand for something new thm in theatricals, yet
the public's fickle sense In that
they remain valiant supporters of "Way Down Ka-t.- "
The play
has not ven thought of outliving it's
un fulne.-.H-.
such
play
in
is
There
the
deft combining of humor and pathos
with Incisive dramatic incident a tre- rti-pe-

inendous amount of human Interest.
The passions and emotions which
tlie-- e
simple people of the New
Hump-hirfarm, are the same as
have governed all people of all ages
the world began. Human na- sice
lutu la prtty much alike regardless
ni environment and there are honest
''a,;edies among the granite hills of
New Kngland that strikes a respon-- i
sive chord the world around.
To Its simplicity and natural hu- :ni n interest it owes Its long life. To
l'j wholesome comedy and simple
j n'.i ral
truths, I s power to please.
sway

EARLY

Press Bulletin No. 133. lust Issued
by the New Mexico Agricultural col
lege, Is of general Interest to farm
ers, particularly those who have only
recently taken up homesteads in this
teiritory.
One of the largest crops

1

Dec. 6, 1907.
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nve plats were practically failures and were not ven harvested. From these results at the
station It would seem that the later
the onion are planted the smaller
and Inferior the crop. It Is quite evident that under our conditions onions
canot be depended upon to.1 mature
good and heavy crops late in the fall.
FABIAN GARCIA.

NOT HINDER

ur

:

i

While the plats were planted at
aiirerent times it was very interest
that all of those that ripened a erop matured about the same
time and these were harvested on
September 10th, 1907. The early
plats produced good sound bulbs; the
medium late produced only a few
nuins and a great many scullions;
while the very late planting produc
ed nothing but scullions.
A better Idea can be had of this
t&'t from the following table which
gives the yield per plat and the date
or planting:
'Sound Bulbs
Dote
Scullions
1
6 pounds
129 Mi pounds
Feb.
7
94
15
pounds
pounds
Feb.
1
55
Mar.
pounds 13 pounds
13
Mar. 15
pounds 15 pounds
Apr.
7
1
pounds 18 pounds
&
Apr. lfi
pound. 15 pounds
May 1
4 pounds
.
. .
May 15
4 pounds

nn

station nuiietin

;o,

oz it is

re-

ported that better results can be secured from onions transplanted as
early as poshlble In the sprng. Very
satisfactory results have been ob
tained rrom onions transplanted as
late as the lSih of March, while
1st
these transplanted after April
have always produced smaller anu
Inferior crops. The wrlier has often
received letters from onion growers
In different part.
territory
of the
complaining that the greater per cent
of their onions produced
scullions.
Tht reason for this haa been, in
moiit cases, the very late planting of
the onions.
The early planted onions at the
station usually mature from the la.it
of July to the first of September, depending upon the variety.
Unions
ripening at tills time do not fell as
well as later In the season. If onions
could be planted late enough in the
season so that they would ripen a
heavy crop of good bulbs about the
last of October, they could be disposed of to better advantage and In
larger quantities.
Therefore, In or
der to settle this particular point
the department of horticulture conducted a "Time of Seeding Test"
during the past reason. Fourteen 1
200 of an acre plats were laid off
February 1. 1907, to be seeded one
every fifteen days. The first plat was
seeded February first, while the Iaatt
one was seeded Augu-- t 14. 1907.
The variety used for the tent was
the Drown Aus.raltan, which la a
ma!l growing kind but a good kep- -

El YOU
However. He Will Not Permit
Any Interference with
Tali's Plans.
Washington. Dec. 13. Because of
his personal relations with Secretary
Cortelyou and his regard
for him
he president haa thrown nothing In
way
the
of the movement for the secretary of the treasury.
!He has let It run along diplomat
ically sidestepping
matters that
would place him In the position of
deliberaiely Bitting
u.nvn
on
the
whole thing. Hut he did not mean
that his diplomacy and his regard
for Mr. Cortelyou should be mistaken
by the Cortelyou
boomers holding
office and used by them to do harm
to Secretary TafL
That is Just what has followed,
however. Some of the Cortelyou
people have told the president that
they can do nothing for Secretary
Taft in the south, and that Cortel
you Is the only man who can carry
the delegations of certain states.
But the president is dubious about
that. He ha an idea that the whole
thing Is done to secure delegations
that may later be thrown io Hughes,
He will not
Foraker or Fairbanks.
attempt to put the screws on the of
outspoken
are
who
ficeholders
against Taft, unless he reaches the
conclusion that their whole aim Is
to take delegations to the natlorFUl
convention ostensibly for one man,
but really ready to spring to another
In whom the president does not have
confidence.
The president knows
that he cannot afford to give Instructions that federal officeholders anywhere shall support Secretary Taft,
but he does know that he has the
power to prevent them using what
he considers unfair and Improper
means to Injure hi friend and political favorite.
That he has now passed down the
line his determination that his ap
pointees shall not go out of their way
to injure Taft, especially by misrep
resenting his own position. Is ex
pected to create something of a sen
sation politically.
To many minds It further fore
shadows possible unfriendly relations
between the president and his secre
tary of the treasury, who Is cogniz
ant of the latei-- i stand taken by the
chief executive. That there will be
ill feeling between Mr. Taft and Mr.
Cortelyou when the former returns
and has reported to him some of the
manipulations
of the Cortelyou
boomers. Is also predicted In well In
formed circle.
The nresldent realizes from Infor
mation that he has received, that he
Is fast being placed Iji the position of
disloyalty to Secretary Taft and connivance at the Cortelyou campaign,
lie Is flatly determined that this
shall not continue, and In the last
few day he has spoken unmistakably. Federal officeholders who are
Cortelyou and talking
supporting
against Taft now understand
tnai
they cannot any longer do this at
the expense of the president' atrong
regard for and loyalty to Taft. If
they do not cease attacks upon secretary Taft the president strongly
intimates there will be trouble.
The Information taken to the pres
ident Is that Mr. Hitchcock, first as
sistant postmaster general, wno is
of the
the acknowledged manager
Cortelyou campaign, has been tell
ing various republicans,
especially
those from the south, that the bottom has been knocked out of the
Taft "boom and that the president is
perfectly willing that southern re
publican shall give their backing to
Mr. Cortelyou.
The straight facts
are that the president Is by no mean
satisfied that Taft has lost any
strength; has no Idea of deserting
him for Mr. Cortelyou or anybody
else: believes he will be nominated
and elected and will stand by him to
the last.
Senator Culberson,La leader of the
holding long
senate democrat
conferences with all the democratic
senators to fix them on the commit
tees to which each desires to be as
signed. 1' If no eay task to place
them all Just so they will he satis
fied: as It very frequently happens
that several senators will often want
the same place. But Senator Culberson will come as near giving satisfaction to all as may be possible;
well known that his only
for It
wish is the welfare of his friends
and the best Interests of his party.
George Curry, for governor; Nathan Jaffa, for secretary, and Capt.
David J. Leahy for United States
attorney; all for New Mexico, will
be reported' by the proper committees favorably and confirmed by the
senate at soon as their names are
reached In order.
A Good Liniment.
When you need a good reliable
try Chamberlain'
liniment
Pain
Balm. It has no superior for sprains
and swellings. A piece of flannel
sllghtened
dampened
with
Pain
Balm Is superior to a plaster for
lame back or pains In the aide or
chest. It also relieve
rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest possible.
For sale by all druggists.
1
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Railroads That Have
Been Built Within a
jun. s
Score of Years.
The other
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Easterners Are Landing There
by the Car Load, with

Goods and Stock.
iMontoya

clal.)

N.

M.,

Dec.

12.

(Sp.

J. E. Coker. proprietor of the

wood and coa. yard has also Install- (d a fejl and grist mill, and la
grinding a good quality of meal from

P

1

I

corn raised locally.
iMontoya Is the distributing point
for mall for the star routes of Sanchez and Ogle, N. M. Mall is received from and distributed
to these
points three time a week.
Montoya Is to have a Presljyterlan
church organized hero lit the very
near future. Rev Warner H. DuBoae,
pastor of the Presbyterian church at
Tucumcari, is looking to extend the
missionary Interests of his church .
along the line of the El Paso ofc '
S outhwestern railway.
He I now n
cjnfe ents with the home mission
locating
nommitite relative to
a pas- - f
tor over the church here and It ia
expected that by the flrat of the year
this church will have a settled pastor on the field. A site is also being secured for a church building.
It is reported that no less than
twenty-fiv- e
lot changed hand
here
last week, most of them will have
buildings constructed
on
them as
soon as carpenters can be supplied.
Among inose wno are building at 4
the present time are 8. R. Hendred.i
Ogle and 'Mester, Charles Hunt, The
J
Montoya Trust; and Savings bank,
The Montoya Commercial
club,
leadership
under the energetic
of
President W. C. Hawkins is doing
some ePectual advertising for this
part of the country.
The club is
planning to not only take up the
matter of boosting the numerical
growth of the town and vicinity but
will aid the farmers in studying the
farming situation and in finding out
the bes; crops for cultivation In thl
region, and alsc aid the farmer to
get a market and transportation fa
cilities for their products, among the
crops that it Is believed will grow es
pecially weli la onion, which when
grown in large enough quantities to
get to market in carload lota brings
fine prices, from two to four hundred dollar an acre can be raised
from this crap.
The new town and community of
Montoya is Justly claiming it share
of the phenomenal Influx of colonist
to New Mexico, not a day passe that
settlers do not arrive here to enter
business or farming. A dispatch from
Amarlllo. Texas, to this place state
that there are fifteen immigrant car
loaded with stock and farm and. . household good leaving that placed'
for New Mexico point several of .
which are to stop off , here. The car
In
Vf
a
artt HtllnA frnm
In T
sourl, Kentucky and Oklahoma. The
newcomers to New Mexico are a different class than have settled up new
countries of the past. The colonist
o
of today la the
farmer of
eastern point who ha sold out hi rich farm for a small fortune and
coming west to spend the forty to
one hundred dollars an acre which
he received for his eastern farm to
Improve a piece of Uncle Sam's free
land, and unlike hi prototype he 't
will be able to hold out and hold on
to hi farm until It begins to respond to cultivation and produce a
m

M

well-to-d-

1

living.

Dr. T. C. Rivera has decided to
locate In Tucumcari for the practice
of his 'profession. He will rent his
farm and is now looking for a good
tenant. The doctor has put over two
thousand dollars in Improvements or
his claim this year.
W. C. Hawkins,
the editor and
proprietor of the Montoya Republi
can Is not only getting out one of the
best sheets In the territory but he Is
otherwise one of the most busy of
our townsmen and one of its chief
boosters. Mr. Hawkins has received 'a
the appointment
of United States
court commissioner for this portion
of the county, and Is also a notary
public.
That Quay county Is a cotton
county and that Montoya
the very
center for this staple In the territory
Is shown by the splendid yield that
have come from the small quantity
that has been planted this past year,
the crop Is just being gathered and
no unfamiliar sight now to see a
It
load of cotton being driven Into
town. The only lack to the true
southerner Is the nigger and the
mules, but they are bound to come
a the cotton belt grows. Cotton has
proven to be one of the surest crops
of this section.
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BUY AN AUTOMOBILE
AND

LIVE

EASY

The following rather unique sug
gestion appears In the Souhwstern
Enterprise, an El Paso publication:
two
Over
hundred
automobile
routes are needed today in the south
west.
This opportunity is open to
the man who has the price of one
good big machine, or to the company
which has many or tnera. In New
Mexico they have a regular mall carrying line out of Torrance. Another
between Albuquerque and Bstanela
runs regularly. There are populous
camps and town, with a rich trade
and much travel which are far from
your place,
the railways. Choose
point of railway conlick out your become
a traffic mannection. Then
ager and the president of a rail-le- v
road, without further expense than
the putting in of a wagon' bridge or
two, or of smoothing out an occasional bad piece of road. There are
places where not even this Is necessary, and there are other places
wnere me people win do all that for
you. In order to Ket the accommodation you offer. These Ideas take better In the we--t than they do In the
east, and there Is more call for them.
The finest Cofiee Substitute evef
made, has recently been produced by
Dr. Shoop of Racine,
Wis.
You
don't have to boll It twenty or thirty
minutes. "Made In a minute" sav's
the doctor. "Health Coffee" Is really the closest Coffee Imitation ever
yet produced.
Not a grain of real
Coffee in it either.
Health Coffee
Imitation Is made from pure toasted
cereals or grains, with malt. nuts,
etc.
Really It would fool an expert
were he to unknowlngty drink It
for Coffee. Sold by all dealers.
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Explanation of How It Happened Not Entirely Accepted by Authority.

Statement of J. F. Wilson.
Former Delegate to

A

EVENING

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Congre-

First.

ss-Census

FOR RENT
OPPORTUNITIES
WANTED
IS. That
Tucson. Dec.
Arlsona
Several attempt have been made
not pre her claims for single
to explain the origin of the mark should
during the present session
RENT Furnished rooms and WANTED To make your hat and
that ta used aa the atgn of the dol- statehood
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS
congress, is the opinion of Colonel FOR
lar, and to show how It came Into of
board in the Highlands. (16 East
suit look like new. In the car, west
1.
Wilson,
F.
twice a representative
ESQ.
use. And U need not cause surprise
iolq
avenue.
Central.
Phone
this territory to the body or
that none of the explanations has irom
goods, aecond
RENT (Furnished
rooms for WANTED Gents'
lawmaker, as expressed In FOR
The national
seemed to receive ratification.
hand clothing, shoes and hata at
iignt Housekeeping. Apply at 10
principal ones that have been given an Interview with a Star representa615 South First street, south
of On Furniture, Pianos, Organ Horses,
Fast Coal avenue.
tive last evening at his room in the
axe then:
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney,
the FOR RENT Room furnished
for
Wagons and other Chattels also on
(1.) That tt Is a combination of Santa Rita, Colonel Wilson Is of way
light housekeeping.
opinion that the more effective
North WANTEt) Books to audit or
8ALARIE8 AND WAREHOUSE REHi
the initials of United States.
prove
Second street.
bookkeeping or office systems CK UTS, as low a 810 and aa high aa
the president
(2.) That It is a. union of the let- would be to
to open, booka to keep evenlnga 8200. Loans are quickly made and
of congress that
ters P. and 8., from the Spanish and members
population,
en
to
Is
experience.
xufflcrent
Much
Address, D. 8. strictly private.
pesos.
Time: One month
word
FOR SALE
B., care Citizen office.
it to statehood, then go forward
to one year given. Goods remain In
(J.) That It Is a modification of title
press
our claims.
WANTED Ladles desiring new fall your possession. Our rates are reasthe figure 8, aa the dollar Is called and
Mr. Wilson eald: "There is a mark
styles In millinery to call on Miss onable. Call and see ua before bora piece of eight.
FOR
SALE
modern
a
tt
is derived from
ed reaction from the business situa
(4.) That
Crane,
112 North
Seoond . street. rowing.
brick cottage. 4th ward. Cheap for
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
representation of the Pillars of Her- tion as It was a month or six weeks
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
days.
a
few
Box
O.
218.
P.
Also apprentice
cules found on dollars once in com- ago. Everywhere that I have been
wanted.
Phone
Steamship tickets to and from all
over the territory there are not only FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
44.
mon use.
parts of the world.
Jellies, etc. 10 K. Coal. Mr. C. W. WANTED Stenographers, bookkeep(8.) That H Is a contraction of Indications or a general revival ol
Flneron.
J I. 8., the mark of the Roman money business activity, but the revival it8 and 4, Grant BIdg.
Rooms
managers
ers,
salesmen,
office
and
self has already set In. The money FOR SALE
unit.
open
men
modern,
positions
in
New
for
303
Railroad Ave.
West
H
These are nil theories only, each market In the east la getting better
brick dwelling, best location In
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and MexPRIVATE OFFICES
one having, perhaps, a slight proba- and its result Is felt locally In the
A. Fleischer,
city.
212
ico.
H
Association,
South
Mens
Business
bility in its favor, but without any fact that Arizona banks are now In
Second street.
Open Evening.
203
E. Central Ave., Albuquer-qupractically
Arm basis of fact or history to rest a majority of the cities
N. M., Phone 287.
SALE Ten pounds extracted
on a cash basis. I think that the FOR
on.
honey
$1;
60 pound can for 16. WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
for
market will rise steadily
Whatever resemblance there may copper
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
men, between ages of 21 and 86;
be between our dollar mark and henceforward and that it Is only a
Box
202,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
citizens of United States, of good
some of the characters that have question of a short time until the
FOR
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
SALE
iFurnlture
character and temperate habits,
will
of
employment
In
been used before and elsewhere, It number of men
house for sale cheap. 1004 Forwho can speak, read and write
that before the
la clear that this mark Is of Ameri rapidly approach
English. For information apply to
rester avenue, one block north of
can origin, and that It came Into use slump. In one or two cities of the
car line
Recruiting Officer, 203 E. Central
after the adoption of the federal cur territory the statement has been
Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Shingle
of
me
amount
FOR SALE
rency.
700.
that the
made to
FOR SALE.
In the last six weeks has been
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth
Sterling Money.
Intents and purposes as
street. A. Fleischer, 212 t4 South
all
Formerly and for a long time, all to
past
(Second
street.
much as any like period In the
MONEY TO LOAN
accounts In the United States were year."
Six room house, .West New
2,54)0
kept in sterling money. At the close
York avenue
proposition,"
ald
"The statehood
of the revolution the currency in use
4 room a bo be. Iron roof, lot
8 per cent on
Money
to
loan
at
one
continuing.
"Is
Wilson,
Colonel
0x400,
Mountain rtnfl,
had become greatly depreciated, and In which I am as much Interested as
good real estate security. P. O. Box
1,500
near car line. the depreciation was different In an any man, but I do not believe that
218.
5 room , cement Itouse, 3rd
ferent sections of the country.' While
at the
2,000
no mint had been established in this Arizona will secure statehood
Hard
It
session of congress.
country, the Spanish dollar and its present
4 room frame, corner lot,
f
the
energies
me
the
seems
that
to
1,100
use.
general
Agencies
were
In
Srd ward
subdivisions
who really de8 room frame, 2 lota, close
The word dollar was not coined in people of Arizona
by
Recommended
Mrs.
Henrj
effecmore
be
would
3,000
In
this country.
It is the English sire statehood
to develop the bust from 4
B room brick, modern, corThe Business Mens Association
equivalent of the German thaler, the tually put forth if directed, notcon-In Symes,
to C inches.
to
statehood
for
bills
presenting
posys2,050
high
men
furnishes
monetary
lot,
for
all
2nd
ner
ward
class
unit of the German
our delegates
Guaranteed to be made from the sitions in New Mexico, Arizona, Tex5 room frame, 4th ward,
tem. It was in use in England as gress, but in urging
authorizing
the
true
present
Galega
bill
a
Extract.
Is perfectly as and Mexico, and recommends only
1,500
corner
early as 1553. It varies at different to
taking of a government census of hat mless.
those of highest character and qualiTrew room brlckj Fourth
times in these shapes. Iollar,
of this territory.
1.400
ward
fication.
daler, flaldar, dolor and dolloer. the population
general
The
Vaucalre
Formula is a
In a recent tonic, but it has n specific effect upon Business Mens Association, 203 Vi E.
Roosevelt,
President
Ono of the swollost inciDifficuties at llrxt,
Senator
Frank
with
dences) in town
7,500
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
Central Ave.. Allmqnertjue, N.
Much difficulty and confusion re conversation
of California ald that he
Six room
brick, moniero,
M. Phone 257.
sulted from the effort to substitute L. Flint that
and
Arizona
both
2,250
In
believed
done
to
Highland
d
names
the
Pharmacy
for
federal
and
the
to separate
were entitled
Seven room brick, modwhich the people had so long been
fact
that
of
Pharmacy
2,500
statehood,
because
the
ern
For Cold Rooms Hard to Heat.
accustomed.
And this difficulty was
expressed themselves
had
from, two to 200
Randies
vastly increased by the fact that they
coming
The
of
the cold weather
when the
statehood
acres.
these aim had dlffrent values in dif against Jointwas
gives rise to the question of how best
submitted to them. A PAiK OF URAL
proposition
Lota In all parts of town.
ferent sections of the country. An
to
hallrooms
heat
those
and
he
said
that
president
further
alfalfa ranch withPHILOSOPHERS MEET ways of the house that seldom if
lustration of this difficulty and of one The
statehood for
in a few block of Uie
of the methods of overcoming it. Is would heartily endorse
ever
up,
warm
no
big
a
matter
how
be shown that the
4,500
atreet car line . . ..
afforded by the practice of the Bank Arizona If itiscould
ami Would-IDebtor Find nre there may be in the furnace or
equal to that of tne Grocer
alfalfa ranch five
Tliey Exactly Agree oil Ail
of North America, in Fnuaaeipnia population
heating
apparatus.
other
required
for
i
$05
Inhabitants
town
of
of
ormile
number
north
The accounts of that bank at Us
Presentable Subjects.
which la
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BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

Highland Livery

Homeopathic

Physician and Surgeon
Occidental life Rn tiding.
nAMTtnnrtar mna
Telephone, 884.
Phona IH
112 John 8 trees
DR. F. J. PATCTUN.
driver tn the city. Proprietor c
emu is, me picnio
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Vann Drug; Store. Office hour
to 12 a. m., 1 to 6, and
Up-to-Da- te
T to 8 p. m.
Phones, office 441, residence 495.

MILL,INERY

Styles
AT LOW PRICES

Four-room- ,

Nine-roo-

e.

J
1

Dr. Vaucaire's

Formula

0

Employment

dol-lo- r,

New-Mexic-

Al-vara-

.

do

30-ac- re

k

60-ac-

.

LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC

DR. R. Ih HTJ8T
Physician and Surgeon
A 7. N. T. Arm! Jo Building.
Room
DR. SOLOMON Ii. BCRTON.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland office, 810 South Walter
street. Phone 10S0.
DRS. BRONSON A BRONBON
Romeopathio Phystctana
and Surgeon. Over Vann' Drug Store-PhonOffice and Res., 628.
e,

DENTISTS
DR.

MfM CRANK

mi an.

W. L.

A. MONTOYA

six-pen-

th

M. L. SCHUTT

4

moral-effe-

BEST TOTJRNOUT8 IN THE Cm
Second Street, between Railroad eaa
Copper Avenue.

--if

Reliable Remedy for Croup.
With the dry, cold weather ot the
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y
children should be on the alert
for ominous symtoms. There Is no
cause for anxiety,
however, when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is kept
In the home.
If this medicine Is
given as aoon aa child becomes
hoarse or even after the croupy
cough has appeared, the attack may
be warded off. Mrs. 8. Roslnthal, of
Turner, Michigan, saya: "We have
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
for ourselves and children for several
year and like it very much. I think
It 1 the only remedy for croup and
can highly recommend It." For sale
by all druggist.
A

i

4

ht

A

1ST

on Dee. 30, 1907.

He names the following witnesses
his continuous residence
unon, and cultivation of, the land,
Tl:
Kstanlslao Otero, Manuel Sedlllo,
Sotero Otero, Bernardino Sedlllo, all
of Valencia. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
to prove

Thos. F. Keleber.

LAWYERS

JAP-A-LA-

AJGoodlDouble
PlushjLap'Robe Telephone

CALENDAR

Among the many pleasing calendars Issued for 1808 that have come
to this office the Shakespearean Calendar of the Horlick's Malted Milk
company is one of the most unique
It consists of three
and artistic.
beautiful heads by C. Allen Gilbert,
portraying Rosalind, Juliet and Portia, Shakepeare'a three leading heroine". Mr. Gilbert has long been conceded to be one of the greatest American painters of feminine heads,
and his conception of these three
characters fully maintains his repuThe calentation as an Illustrator.
dar Is free from advertising, is 8x34
inches in size, and will be sent to
any address upon receipt of 10c coin
or stamps by the Horllck'a Malted
1001 Northwestern
Milk Company.
Ave.. Racine, Wis.

Will Last You a Life Time
Why NotHGetliOne Now
Solid Comfort
A driver experiences solid comfort when he is protected by a
5A Plush Robe, These Robes

are thick, strong and warm.
They will not (bed ; they are
durable. They are
with handsome pattern in beautiful colors.
Ask for a 8A Plush Rob,

We Sell Them

J

We have a vey large stock we
bought direct from mills at low
prices and we give you this advantage
'

HORSE

that cult

In

BLANKETS

The Standard

R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Dealer In Qrecertea, Provision. Has,
Office, Flrat National Bank Building,
Grain and Fuel.
AJUDqnerqae, n. M.
Fine Line of Imported Wine Llaora
and Cigar. Place your order tea
E. W. DOBSON
thl line with ua.
Attorney at Law.
NORTH TH D re
Office Cromwell Block,
BTrtEET

rori a aAoi

.

Alubquerifc.

THIRD

N. M.

Meat Market

IRA SI. BOND
Ali aUnd of Fresb and bait
Attorney at Law.
Steam anaage Factory.
Pension, Land Patents, Copyrights.
EM Hi KXIENWOHTT
Caveats, Letter I 'n tents. Trade
Maaonlo Building. North TU
Marks. Claim.
32 P. atreot. N. M. Washington. D. C.

Our work i as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

North Second Street
- Albuquerque,
New Mexico

WANTED

f. Tea can gel

thl eeluaw.

.

.

R

throuahl

alluii

i

1
2--

f

HOME

Auorney-at-La-

Offlc
117

with W. R. Chllder.
West Gold Avenue.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Publin.
Rooms 12 and 14, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone ISO.
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
it 17 went Central Avenue.

g

OUTFITTERS

3

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping
DAVIS & ZEARINC
30S W. Gold Ave.

Exxxxxiixxxixxxixxxixxxn

Direct Route

UNDERTAKERS
BORDERS.

Tlie Mining Camp
of Colorado.
Ltah and Nevada; to I Hover,
Colorado Spring and Pueblo 1 via Uie

.

CNDERTAKER.

Denverfe Rio Grande

I'REXCII

RAILWAY

& ADAMS

Through

UNDERTAKERS.
Embalming a Specialty.

al

iauu

to

tle fertile San Luis Valley,
Uie
baa Juan county of

rfjin
tnfrtririf
n
..WHV
M IW
bKTVi(. fhwHibllvai
It

VETERINARY

call on or addrraa
h

WILLIAM BF.LDEN
Vctcrlnary.
Surercry ami Ikntistry a Specialty.
402 Houth KtllUi I'hone 405.

F. W. SPF.NCER
Architect.
1221 South Walter.
Phone 555.
A Significant Prajrer.
"May the lord help you make
Bucklen'a Arnica Save known to all,"
writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
N. C.
It quickly took the oaln out
of a felon for me and cured it in a
wonderful short time."
Best on
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
Zdo at all druggists.

KILLthi COUGH
wi

K.

S.

HOO&
its

O. P.

NOTICE

CURE the LUNCa

Dr. King's

II. McBRlDE,

'

M'

T. A., Denver. Colo.
FOR

lo

ar

Every Womaa

Him

PHICB AA

QUARANTEEJ) 8 ATI !4 K ACTOii

lUraial

PUBLICATION.
of the Interior. Land
office at Santa Fe, N. M.'
Notice Is hereby given that Cor-nelMontoya, of Golden, N. M ,
has filed notice of hU Intention to
make final five-yeproof in support of his claim, vis:
Kntry No. 7J06. mads Knv Homestead
iao?
it Mcu'
for the S SEU. sec. 14. Nu
sec. 25, township IS N., range
K..
ana mai caia proor will be made before Register and Receiver, at Banta
Fe, N. M., on Dec. J7, 1S07.
He namea the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of. tha
limit.
vis:
Nicolas Montoya. of Goliien.
N.
M.j Daniel Write, of Golden, N. M.j
Bernardo N. Arando, of Golden, N.
M.j Rlsente Gutlerea. of. San Pedro.
N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
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Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

anjg

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIH

THOS. K. D. MADDISON

urn

quality, price, durability.

J. Korber & Co.
214

No. 61

C.

408 Wttt Railroad Araooa

MISCELLANEOUS

If You Want A
Plumber

BEAUTIFUL

SHAKESPEAREAN

build them up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tablets or liquid and see
how quickly help will come.
Free
sample test sent on request by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Your health
Is surely worth this simple test. Sold
by all dealers.
o
All kinds
of hay and grain at
Champion Grocerv Co.

MILL

EDMUND 3. ALGER, D. D. 8.
hoars, B a. m. to 12:S0 p. m.
1:80 to ft p. m.
DEVOES READY PAnvr
Appointments made by mall.
One Gallon Cover 00 Square PaeC
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.
ROOF FAINT
Stop Leak, Lasts Five Tear.

O tTioe

five-ye- ar

Columbia there are seven of them,o
and that would have meant forty-twfor Taft enough to nominate
him in a close fight.
The national committee has piled
there votes off from Taft by cutting
down
the territorial representation
to two votea each Instead of six.
twenty-eigoft
votes
from
lops
This
the Taft strength, four of them being votes actually In hand. The Alaskan delegation is reported to have
already started for Chicago.

PLAN'S

ALBUQUERQUE

e

to her aid
refustu to give,
when she screamed.
In the evening of Oct. 16. Mrs.
Butts says, Klckham tent for her to
come to his office and she went.
After she got Into the room, she
says, he turned off the lights and
locked the door, and again forced
his caresses on her until she called
his pet mastiff.
She says the dog caught his master's collar and pulled him away.
iSince then, Mrs. Butts says, ahe
has refused to pay rent, and she
eays the will continue to withhold
he money until damages are sent to
her for the attacks. She Is borrowing water from a neighbor and using
stoves to heat the house.
Klckham nays Mrs. Butts Is trying to get her rent free, and that he
proposes to put her out of the hou.e
at any cost. He declared her charges are absurd.

4
CO.

Room 2
Rnlldlng, THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTT.
Over O'RIelly' Drug store.
nen in need OI
door, frame
by
Appointment mnrte
mall.
etc Screen work aasti.
a specialty. 441
Sonth First street. Telephone 402.
Phone 744.
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Don't Forget The

J. E. KRAFT
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For Rent

m

jiMBLL

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AXa
TRANSFER 8TABLBS.
Horse
and Male Bought and
changed.
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EVENING

PERSONAL

Whan von
I

PA HAOlt A1MIH
Ilnlllster

V. V.

business.

Useful Christmas Gifts
For Men
and Boys

For Women

and Girls
Patent Kid Stifle, lace or but.

on. low or high heels, light or
heavy Holes
$2.ftfl, $3.00, $3J10, $4.00, $5.00.
Vict Kid Shoes, latent styles,

light, medium or heavy

weight--

.

$1.75, $2.00, $3.50, $3.00, $3.50.

Press Slippers. .Kid or Patent

Kid. low or high heel
$1.50. $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

Felt Slippers, plain or fur
trimmed, red, green, black or
brown
SOc, $1.25, $1.50.

at

--

Children's Shoes and Slippers
Sc. $1.00, $1.50, $1.85. $2.23.

Babies' Ehoes
SOc

to

$1.50.

Vkl

well
$3.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $1.00

Felt or Knit Slippers, very
comfortable
$1.50.

.

Vlcl Kid or Box Calf Slippers.
black or tan. They look dainty
and wear well
$1.50 to $2.00.
Boys' Shoes
$1.25 to $1.73
8H to 13
1.30 to 2.23
1IH In 2 V,
2V4 to
6
1.50 to 2.75

I

Fancy Feathers

J

Bargains in Hats

8

3

Pi

I

$3.50. $3.75, $4.00.
K11 or Box Calf Shoes,
In style, fit and wear

to

MISS LUTZ

g

THE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal. f

We

Clean Your Clothes

CLEAN
Our Pressing
MONTEZUMA

stays

CLEANING AND

PRESSING

Pressed
COMPANY

Phone

210 West Gold.

1105.

iK3flK30000000C00
208 South Second Street
Chinese, Japanese, Indian
and Mexican Goods, Curios, China, Vases and Straw
Articles, Fancy Ware and Bric-a-br-

SAM KEE
i

ac

a9000000000000m00
OS00000OOOOCC0S 00000
New Holiday Novelties Arrix'ing Daily

money can buy
is true economy, then our clothes are the

cheapest in this city. We tell you this quite
frankly, and our repute makes the statement
clothes,
one of fact. They are Stein-Bloc- h
and made upon merit, out of fabrics of pure
wool, by tailors paid to do the best work in
the world. We believe you are interested
in this statement.

Suspender Sets (1 pair suspenders, armlets and Garters; - - - $1.25 and $1.50
Men's Slippers $1.75, $2.00, $2.50 and
$2.75 including the popular Faust or new
slipper the finest on the market- - - $2 75

Mail orders promptly filled

IIS

Vi'cst Gold Avenut

TOO LATE TO CliASSIFTt.
IjO&T On Wednesday morning

avenue between Second
entrlstreets,
a Persian lamb

on

and

colThird
lar, trimmed In sable. Suitable reward If returned to rutom 88, Bar
. t
nett building.

Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. TheBe tests
are proving to the people without
a penny' cost the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealers.
o
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
Co.
at Champion Grocery
o
white sign
and
black
for
the
Look
the
at 216 tt South Second street,
place to get your suits and overcoats
their value.
at
See Palmer's ad,n page five,
Carbolized Witch Haxel
Salve is healing and soothing. Good
for plies. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly.
KFTVS HOME MADE CANDIES.
WAIVTOX'S DltUQ STORE.
City Directories may be had at The
Citizen office at II each.
See Palmer's ad, page five.
FOIt RALE.
'Best rooming house in the city, 21
John
rooms, completely furnished.

Realty Co.
See Palmer's ad, page five.
FEE'S DErJCIOVS HOT CHOCOSTORE.

1

1
1

tailra

FRIDAY, MX KMIlKll IS, 1007.

Mhtalnta Cant.

ron in rroptrly nitaa

CI$b

m V
centwf us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.IJ

10 Siuth Second St.

.
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Holiday Goods

' lv

Limse Grinding, Done on Premises

CE
Jeweler

Smoking Jackets
Bath Robes -Fancy Vests - -Fancy Hosiery
Neckwear

FIBA MIX IB,
The

213 West Centra! 213
FOR

Boys Suits

A

To the People of Albuquerque
This is the 25th year that we have catered
to you in the line of

nice line at
Slippers

$4.00
assortment
$1.50 up
75c to $2.00

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Suitable for Christmas Gifts. Quality is
the criterion of cheapness, and for 25
years it has been our aim to sell goods
that will give satisfaction. We are not
making startling discounts on goods
that have been marked too high, but are
giving the very best values possible.
Compare our cut glass (the Celebrated
Hawks) especially, with that offered
elsewhere, and you will surely bring uj
your trade.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE
Plumbers
Tinners

32

W.Cedtral
Avenue

CO.

General
Hardware

The MAJESTIC RANGE is the product of the world's
achievements in stoves. All the best features of all other
makes have been incorporated in this one, and objectional
features eliminated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably
stands nearer the line
of perfection than any
other range. It saves
fuel and your time and
produces heat when you
want it, where you
want it, and in quality
as desired, all at a minimum of attention. If
you have never used the
MAJESTIC, you have
never used the best.

Remember, we are headquarters for everything in the
Jewelry line, Diamonds, Watches, Rings, Necklaces,
Bracelets, Combs, Lorgnettes, Purses, Shopping Bags,
Silver Tea Sets, Plated Sets, Knives and Forks, Carving sets, Water Sets, Toilet Sets, Manicuring Sets, Jewel
Cases,' Silver Clocks, Gilt Clocks, Grandfather's Clocks,
Canes, Umbrellas, and an unequaled assortment of Cut

WT

'

Jeweler

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooooo

Mufflers-Go- od

to 35c

SIMON STERN

Diamonds Jewelry
Cut Glass, etc.,

The Leading

15

House Slippers-F- elt
Fancy Suspenders

M. Moore

LATE. WALTON'S DKLO
Best place to trade In town. Cham,
pion Grocery Co.

$1.75 to $4.50
25c to $1.25
25c to $2.00

Handkerchiefs-Initia- ls

Sweaters and

'

$3.50 to $12.00
$3.50 to $9.00

At Popular Prices

Holiday Gifts
at Right Prices

Glass.

A'

Useful Holiday Gifts

A LITTLE STORE

hi

-

The gift that proves useful will always be appreciated more than
any other.

WELL FILLED
With choice Jewelry, Silverware
and everything in the line, bought
with judgment and experience, and

Many useful, as well as practical holiday
gifts can be secured at our store.

Here
Stag Handle Carvers
Table Cutlery

sold at reasonable prices.

Ae a Few Suggestions

Saddles
Shaving Sets ' Pocket Knives
Razors
Tea and Coffee Spoons
Ranges

VANN JEWELRY CO.

If the best

E. L.

Lorenzo Oarcla and wife, of
are In Albuquerque on a protracted visit with Mr. and Mrs. Juan
Oarcla.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Chase, of
Kettner. Coin., are in Albuquerque
doing their Christmas shopping and
visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Avery of Socorro, are In the city visiting and
trading. Mr. Avery is proprietor of
the Winkler hotel at Socorro.
.Roy Corhan Is back from a week's
hunting trip In the neighborhood of
Albuquerque.
He reports having
discovered three perfect skeletons
near the old Tonque Pueblo ruins.
H. V. Schoeder, one of Albuquerque's best violinists, who ha been
tilling a musical engagement at Clifton, Arls., for the past four months,
returned to the city this morning.
Mr. Sohroeder says Albuquerque
good enough for him and has decided to remain here Indefinitely.
J. B. Mayo has Just returned from
a two months visit to New York and
Boston, where he ha been carrying
on a series 01 experiment wun i
ore from his mine. As a result no
hAj, concluded to abandon the old
process of treating with the amalgamation process for a new one.
through which he is enaDiea 10 save
the runner which he previously lost.
The' gold also wlU be preserved un
der the system wnicn is complete aim
economical in ali particulars.
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D. Bryan will return from
11.
Chicago Sunday.
Mrs. Ixnil
Bwker was In town
yesterday from Helen.
Born, yesterday to Mr. and Airs.
Bailey Newell. 60 West Gold avenue, a baby girl.
E. L. Evans and L. A. Towne, of
I
this city, are registered at the Shel-- i
don hoiel in El Paso.
freight
James J. Ford. western
agent for the New York Central
lines, is an Albuquerque visitor to-
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DIAMOND PALACE
'
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Ostrich Plumes
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Cold

75c

rso

day.

Shoes, lace or
button, dull tops, very dressy

Patent

w

;
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Is in El

CITIZEN.

Washburn Go.
122 South Second Street

One Door South of Drug Store
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CANDY
BUY YOU

Christmas Candy

SCHUTT'S
219 SOUTH UCCOHD ST.
The only exclusive Candy,
Dealer in the city.

Home Made, Fresh, Pare,

Extra Fancy
Chocolates, Fruit and Not
Bon-Bons- ,

Candies, Candy Canes
and Staples. Choicest line
of Candv Baskets
and
Boxes in the Southwest.

U5

The

American Cloak

NORTH FIRST STREET

PER CENT ON

ALL SUITS AND CLOAKS
CASH OR INSTALLMENT

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go
fore January st
Complete Line of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
some Silk Petticoats. Fine Shirt Waists.

Foil 2,000 Potmds

al-

ways made this guarantee.
The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily papers.

SIB WEST CENTRAL
p2&p

WE GUARANTEE
In every ton of coal leaving oi:r yard, and have

Company
DISCOUNT O?
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Be-

Hand- -

CALL AND SEE OUR NEW STORE

2,000 Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.
Wo defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully 6ay that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Block, Crested Butte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Nut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

JOHN S. BEAVEN

502 South

First

n

